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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad in
all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective of the publication is to help members improve their ability to model
the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an article for
us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central
System
and
its
predecessor lines and subsidiary
roads through the acquisition and
preservation of their various
histories, traditions, documents,
records, and artifacts; and
through the dissemination of
accurate information in a manner
that is consistent with good
stewardship and preservation.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS.
The Central Headlight is only
available to members, and
each issue contains a wealth
of information each quarter.
From steam to diesel (and
electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline
to mainline, the Central
Headlight covers it all. Our
Annual Meetings focus on
the preservation of New
York Central railroad history
with informative speakers,
presentations, and tours. The
Society also has many NYC
reference
books
and
drawings
available
for
purchase. Membership is
open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
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The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Mackay, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Staplin,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released almost 300 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more
than 3,000 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, Nscale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale
models to be released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for
more information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last four years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
I’m writing this shortly after having spent three days at the Amherst Train Show in West
Springfield, MA. This was my fifth year to attend, and it has always been time well spent. I get to
meet many of you in person, which is great. I also get to talk with the model manufacturers about
New York Central products. I am always on the lookout for new models to offer in our online
store, Collinwood Shop. I also try during these conversations to make suggestions to encourage
them to develop new offerings for the benefit of the NYC community.
The takeaway from the manufacturers is always about sales volumes. The major manufacturers
generally look for runs of 20,000 pieces which can be applied to many railroads, and that just isn’t
going to happen for us. The lowest number for a dedicated model run seems to be around 2000
pieces, which is still a very tough nut for us to crack. If you are wondering why these high
numbers, ponder for a moment the cost of the tooling to make the model. I’ve heard estimates for
highly detailed, domestically produced locomotive tooling running $250,000.00. That number
drops to $170,000.00 when the production is moved to China. I guess that’s why current
locomotive models run upwards of $250.00. Simpler freight cars with cast-on details can run in
the $50,000-$70,000 range to create. If only 1,000 cars are made, you can see that the minimum cost
per car is $50 without assembly, packaging, shipping, and advertising, etc. That is why it is so
difficult to get New York Central models produced in ready-to run form.
One of the difficulties we have is trying to meet the many requests we get from NYC modelers for
ready-to run models, is that it is getting more and more difficult to find NYC models. That is
because it has been fifty years last January 31st that the NYC disappeared into Penn Central, and
younger modelers are looking for models they remember from their youth. I was fourteen at that
time to give you an idea of the influence of the time on most modelers’ choices. I’m sixty-four
now, and I can tell you I know more modelers of the NYC who are older than I am than I know
who are younger.
These younger folks can only model the “flavor” of the railroad through photographs, videos, and
what they read and have been told. They have no first-hand knowledge of what the railroad
actually looked like. To that end, it seems important to capture this idea of the NYC, if not the
actual nuts and bolts in a model. As most models have to incorporate some compromises in their
production, the question becomes where to draw the line. Your Society is looking at these “standin” models that represent NYC equipment in general, but not necessarily in complete detail as
something we may be able to offer and promote to help with creating the New York Central
effect.
I’m very interested in how you readers, our NYC modelers, feel about this and what you think is
the way to go in light of the market forces that restrict what we will ever have to offer.

We call these “Stand-in” models, as they are close to
New York Central prototypes, have the flavor of the
NYC, but are not true representations of particular
prototypes. Overall, the perception is of the New York
Central, hence they stand-in for NYC equipment.
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From the Cab

The NYCentral Modeler
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose
of providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –
- all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.

We have a small cadre of volunteers who daily support
the Society with their time and talent. The key word
here is small.
Without them many of the great things that the
NYCSHS has been doing over the past few years would
not be happening.
As we continue to provide more and better services to
our members it is critical that we add more volunteers
to our small cadre.
We need you to help us continue to grow and expand
what we do to keep the NYCSHS mission successful
and to preserve the heritage of the great NYCS.
Take the time to think about what you might be able to
do to help us. Much of what needs to be done can be
done from your home and computer.
Check out our website to see some of the opportunities
to help us. And then send an email or make a call to
volunteer. NYCSHS@verizon.net - 703-407-3059
Website Opportunity List –
https://nycshs.org/volunteer-opportunities/
If you like what we do or have suggestions, send me
your articles, comments, and/or corrections.
NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel
Editor, NYCentral Modeler
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYCSHS Publications & Info

We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales,
but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used
for articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x
480 pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.
Statements and opinions made are those of the
authors and don’t necessarily represent those of the
Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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Jim Kehn – Modeling a Generic Big Four Tower

Page 27

Jim Kehn began his railroad career in 1973. He worked for Penn Central
and Conrail as a block operator and train dispatcher on the Columbus
Division and dispatched the old T&OC and much of the former Big
Four. In 1995 he hired out with the Indiana and Ohio Railway as a
conductor and engineer. He retired in 2012. Jim's interests include model railroading and
railroad history. He enjoys modeling mainly in 2 Rail O-scale , but has a bunch of HO
models depicting some of his favorite railroads. He is a member of the COHS, NKPHTS,
PRRTHS, NWHS, BOHS, ELHS, NYCSHS. While he is an admirer of the NYC, he doesn't
model it. He is a (shudder) PRR fan.

Dick Craig – Good Outcome for Treasured Layout

Page 39

Rev. Richard (Dick) Craig is a retired Presbyterian minister. He was born
and raised in West Liberty, OH. From an early age, he loved the sights and
sounds of the NYC "Big Four" double-track railroad that ran through that
small town. He is a graduate of the College of Wooster. His ministerial
education was at Princeton Theological Seminary in New Jersey.
He served as an associate pastor in Elizabeth, New Jersey and two pastorates in Indiana Dayton and Huntington. For a number of years he was the Executive Director at Peabody
Retirement Community in North Manchester. He was also the organizing director of the
Smock Senior Ministries Center in Ft. Wayne.
A Lionel train enthusiast, he had three O-gauge layouts over the years prior to building the
one featured in this article following retirement in 1998.

Bob Shaw – Making 3 Drarf Signals for Only $15.00

Page 42

A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the New York Central
began when he was a boy and continues to be expressed today in the
O-gauge trains he runs, and the layouts he builds. He enjoys “talking
trains” with friends, and visiting their layouts, as a member of TCA and
LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society).
Bob wrote nine previous layout articles about building his NYC Water Level Route layout.
In Part 10 of his O-Gauge Model Railroading column, he discusses making custom dwarf
block signals for only $15.
NYCentral Modeler
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Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. They enjoy visiting their twin sons,
“spoiling” their two grandchildren, traveling and getting together with friends. In addition,
Bob heads a LLC that provides marketing and communications consulting to global clients.

Kyle Coble - How to Use Sketchup to Rescale Items for Modeling

Ed Endedy – Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-Scale

Page 51

Page 60

Ed and his wife Suz live in Eastlake, OH with two cats, three squirrels,
and six sugar gliders, and her mom, and one son. He is a life-long
Cleveland resident who experienced model trains early on, playing
with his Uncle’s American Flyer trains and then getting his own Tyco
Chattanooga train set. His interest in the New York Central started
late, beginning with his admiration of Hudson locomotives and
growing as he learned about local NYCS history. Other interests
include bicycle riding and playing bass guitar. His layout will be open
for visitors at the 2018 NYCSHS Convention.

Tom Long - Modeling a Boston & Albany RPO with Brass Sides in N-Scale

Page 65

Tom Long is an avid Boston and Albany fan and n-scale modeler, and has
been a member of the NYCSHS since 2004. Tom became a fan of the B&A
after moving to Framingham, MA in 1991. While there he attended Joseph
P. Keefe Technical High School, just across the street from Nevins Yard.
Tom lived at milepost 23 and would walk to and from school along the
B&A.
Tom has a Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering from the
University of Texas at Austin and a Graduate Certificate in Systems Engineering from Johns
Hopkins University. He and his wife Karen currently live in Maryland where he works for
the Navy as a Systems Engineer.
NYCentral Modeler
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S e t h L a k i n - New York Central SW 1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling Phases 1 & 2

Page 70

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's
Water Level Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN.
However his earliest railroad memories are not of NYC trains, but
of diesels of the late 1970s and early 1980s Conrail. This is Seth’s
Seventh article for us and he starts a two-part series on 50’ PS-1
boxcars. Seth is on the NYCSHS Model Committee and is a prolific
modeler.

The NYCentral Modeler Continues to Need Articles
We are able to continue to publish this magazine because a few of you have been willing to
send us photos and articles about NYCS modeling. We know from our surveys that we have
almost 1,000 NYCS modelers out there in the membership. I know many of you think you
don’t have the ability to write an article, but we all do. We can provide you with tools to
help write an interesting and informative article for us. We really want to know more about
your collecting, modeling, or your layout. It only takes a couple of hours, and a camera or
cell phone to create a short article. All it takes is a phone call or email to us to get you
started. Help us help you to tell our members about your hobby. We are interested in all
scales and all of the different ways we share this hobby. Our readers want to hear about
your modeling. Please send us an email or give us a call, so we can help you get started.
NYCSHS@verizon.net or 703-407-3059
Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler

Editor, NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”
Tell us what you think this piece of equipment might be and where it was found. Send your answers
to NYCSHS@verizon.net

Hall of Heroes- Two of our new authors will receive our new
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their first article in the
magazine.
Dick Craig and Jim Kehn join our Hall of Heroes and receive a
T-shirt.
Below you see you new logo for the types of models that NYCSHS president, Dave Mackay
refers to in his “Greetings from the NYCSHS President”. The “Stand In” models that
represent NYC equipment, but do not necessarily provide the complete detail as found in
truly prototypical models that we offer when they are available. Look for these ready-to-run
models in the Collinwood Shop when you cannot find one that is an exact model. All of
these models offer fine detail that approximates the NYCS real thing.

Look for this logo in the Collinwood Shop.
NYCentral Modeler
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N-Scale Rolling Stock
Atlas

NYC 40’ PS-1 6’ Door Boxcar (Cigar Band)
FEATURES:
L@5J&@F?E65Accumate Couplers
L2C36C,-2A 50-ton Trucks with Metal Wheels
L,6A2C2E6=JAA=:65%2556CD
LE4965&6E2=+@@702=<
LR@CR,E:776?6C+@@7A6CAC@E@EJA6
L;2I2?5&:?6CC2<60966=D
MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
American Model Builders

H:?5@H 2CC2?86>6?E  DE66= F?56C7C2>6D  2?5 =@H
4FA@=2D  3FE  2D 6:89E 5:776C6?E 4@>A2?J D9@AD
H6C6:?G@=G65 DF3E=6G2C:2E:@?DC6DF=E65
Features: 100% laser-cut components with custom
laser-D4C:365 :C49 A=JH@@5 D:56  6?5 H2==D  2?5
4FA@=2 -23  ,=@E 42C3@5J 4@?DECF4E:@? )66= 
,E:4< H:?5@H  5@@C  2?5 EC:> 2DD6>3=J =2D6C-cut
F?56C7C2>6  6?5 A=2E7@C>D  =2556CD  6?5 C2:=:?8 
92?58C23D H:?5@H8=2K:?8 ECFDDC@5D 2?53C2<6
H966=D 42DE C6D:? A=2E7@C> DE6AD 2?5 3C2<6 862C
A=2DE:4 D>@<6;24< 4FDE@> 5642=D 3J -:49J -C2:?
C@FA 2?5 7F==J :==FDEC2E65 :?DECF4E:@?D E92E
AC@G:56 :?7@C>2E:@? @? A2:?E:?8 2?5 5642=:?8 E96
assem3=65 >@56=  "? 255:E:@?  E96 ' D42=6 <:E
AC@G:56D 7@C @AE:@?2= 56E2:=D E@@ DF49 2D DBF2C6 @C
C@F?5653@5J4@C?6CA@DEDD:56H:?5@HDE92E42?
36 >@56=65 @A6? @C 4=@D65 EH@ 5:776C6?E DEJ=6D @7
C@@7H2=<D2?54FA@=26?5H:?5@HG2C:2E:@? 
MSRP $37.95 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members
TrainWorx

NYC Flexi-Van Rail Car
Features:


NYCS 19000 Wood Caboose Kit
-96D6C:6DH@@5423@@D6 H:E9:ED5:DE:?4E:G6
=@H 4FA@=2  H2D @?6 @7 E96 :4@?:4 images @7 E96
'6H1@C<6?EC2=7C@>E9662C=JE66?D@7E96E9
46?EFCJ E9C@F89 E96 D  +676CC65 E@ 2D E96
PDE2?52C5Q 423@@D6 @7 E96 '1  E96  D6C:6D
H2D 24EF2==J 2 4@>A:=2E:@? @7 42CD 4C62E65 7C@> 2
7=66E@7?62C=J423@@D6D H9:49H6C6:?96C:E65
7Com predecessor roads – D@>6 52E:?8 324< E@ E96
D  6EH66?  2?5   >2?J @7 E96D6 42CD
H6C6C63F:=EH:E94@>>@?762EFC6DDF492D

NYCentral Modeler





Die42DE>6E2=F?56C7C2>67@CDFA6C:@C
EC24<:?8
,42=6ECF4<DH:E9@I/2==6J>6E2=H966=D
@5J>@F?E65>28?6E:4<?F4<=6couplers
E4965>6E2=8C2332CD2?5DE:CCFAD

MSRP $37.95 Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2018
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members
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NYC Flexi-Van Trailers (12 variations Available)
MSRP $37.95 Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2018
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
Bowser

Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members
These models are an aAAC@I:>2E6@7E96%,&, 
)&4$1 Hoppers ,6G6C2= 762EFC6D 2C6 ?@E
AC@E@EJA:42= 3FE H6 2C6 @776C:?8 them 2D E96 36DE
stand-:? C625J-to-run model @7 &,%, 2?5
)&4$19@AA6CD

This is one of the “Stand In” models.
LS&MS GLa 2-Bay Hopper Kit

Intermountain

NYC 13 Double Bedroom Post War (1946) Sleeper
PMcK&Y GLa 2-Bay Hopper Kit
"? )C6DD65,E66=2C@ 3F:=EE967:CDE2==-steel
9@AA6C 42C 56D:8?2E65 E96 %  -96 )6??DJ=G2?:2
+2:=C@25 H@F=5 AFC492D6 D6G6C2= E9@FD2?5 @7 E9:D
56D:8?  F6 E@ AC@5F4E:@? 324<=@8D 2E ) ,  @ 
2?57=2HD:?E96:?:E:2=56D:8? E96)6??J42>6FA
with its own all-DE66= 3@EE@>-discharge hopper car
:?  56D:8?2E65 E96 %2  AAC@I:>2E6=J  
%2RD H6C6 AC@5F465 36EH66?  2?5   -96
)6??DJ 2=D@ 3F:=E %2RD 7@C ?F>6C@FD 4@2=
4@>A2?:6DH9@H6C62?I:@FD7@CE96H6==-3F:=E2?5
C62D@?23=JAC:46542CD .?E:=E96RD E9:D56D:8?
H2D@?6@7E96E9C66>@DE?F>6C@FD4=2DD6D@7)++
7C6:89E 42CD  =E9@F89 3J E9:D E:>6  E96D6 42CD
3682? E@ C2A:5=J 5:D2AA62C 7C@> E96 )++ C@DE6C  2
76H>256:E:?E@E96)6??6?EC2=2?56G6?@?C2:=
C@DE6CD =2DE:?8:?E@E9662C=JRD
Features:
(?6A:646A=2DE:4>@=5653@5J F?56C7C2>6 3C2<6
H966=  2:C E2?<  3C2<6 4J=:?56C  EC:A=6 G2=G6  7C66
C@==:?8 ECF4<D H:E9 >6E2= H966=D  <?F4<=6 DAC:?8
4@FA=6CD  D>@@E9 A2:?E:?8  D92CA =6EE6C:?8  42C
H6:89ED 
2?5
:?4=F56D
>6E2=
H966=D
@>6D:?D:IC@25?F>36CD
MSRP $19.95 Expected Delivery Now.

NYCentral Modeler

Features: 44FC2E6 A2:?E:?8 2?5 =6EE6C:?8  H:C6
8C23 :C@?D  :?E6C:@C =:89E:?8  4@>6D :? >F=E:A=e car
names and operating truck->@F?E654@FA=6CD
MSRP $49.95 Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2018.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Atlas

P&LE 40’ Postwar Boxcar

IHB 40’ Postwar Boxcar
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FEATURES:
L,E2E6@7E962CE9:89=J56E2:=65E@@=:?8
L&2?JD6A2C2E6=J2AA=:6556E2:=DDF492D=2556CD 
8C23:C@?D 6E4 
L@FC 5:776C6?E6?5DEJ=6D–   2C=J2?5%2E6
">AC@G65C625?2F89E@C "Dartnot" supplied
H:E9E9642C32D65FA@?C@25?2>6
L-H@ 5:776C6?EC@@7D– straight or diagonal panel
L,FA6Cior or Youngstown doors
L,6G6?@C6:89ECF?8=2556CD
LF==J56E2:=65F?56C7C2>6
LC66C@==:?8ECF4<DH:E93=24<6?65>6E2=
wheelsets
L2C67F==JC6D62C4965AC@E@EJA:42=A2:?ED496>6D
AccuMate® couplers are made under license

from AccuRail, Inc.

MSRP $31.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2018 Too late to pre-order – may be available when
delivered.
American Model Builders

NYC 19000 Lot 732 Caboose Pacemaker
-96%@E423@@D6H2D3F:=E@?E96DE66=7:D936==J
7C2>6D @7  6C2 R 3@I42CD :?   -96 
423@@D6D :? E96 %@E H6C6 ?F>36C65 - 
09:=6 E96J =@@< =:<6 2 DE2?52C5  series
423@@D6 E96J 2C6 =@?86C H:E9 2 5:DE:?4E:G6 DE66= 
492??6=2=@?8E963@EE@>@7E963@5J "? 7:G6
423@@D6D H6C6 C63F:=E H:E9 A=JH@@5 D:56D 
5:776C6?E 3C2<6 6BF:A>6?E 2?5 H6C6 A2:?E65 8C2J
2?54C:>D@?7@C)246>2<6CD6CG:46
-96D6 '1,!, 6I4=FD:G6 !(-scale kits are laser
4FE2C62;@JE@3F:=5 -CF4<D2C6?@E:?4=F565 3FE
06DE6C7:6=5D &odels has the correct trucks  The
<:ED4@>6H:E9E965642=D7@CE962AAC@AC:2E6<:E
MSRP $64.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2018
NYCSHS Exclusive Kit
Caboose and trucks are available in the
Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for NYCSHS
members.
Bethlehem Car Works

NYC 19000 Lot 732 Caboose
-96%@E423@@D6H2D3F:=E@?E96DE66=7:D936==J
7C2>6D @7  6C2 R 3@I42CD :?   -96 
423@@D6D :? E96 %@E H6C6 ?F>36C65 - 
09:=6 E96J =@@< =:<6 2 DE2?52C5  D6C:6D
423@@D6 E96J 2C6 =@?86C H:E9 2 5:DE:?4E:G6 DE66= 
492??6=2=@?8E963@EE@>@7E963@5J 
-96D6 '1,!, 6I4=FD:G6 !(-scale kits are laser
cut and 2;@JE@3F:=5 -CF4<D2C6?@E:?4=F565 3FE
06DE6C7:6=5D &odels has the correct trucks  The
<:ED4@>6H:E9E965642=D7@CE962AAC@AC:2E6<:E
MSRP $64.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2018
NYCSHS Exclusive Kit
Caboose and trucks are available in the
Collinwood Shop at 20% off MSRP for NYCSHS
members.

NYCentral Modeler

NYC 8-1-3 Tower Sleeper
-96D=66A6CD92G6A=2DE:4C@@7 7C2>62?56?5D 2?5
D:56D  F?A2:?E65  "E 5@6D ?@E 92G6 ECF4<D or
4@FA=6CD Decals are included (NYC Gothic
=6EE6C:?8  2?5 FA
-9:D :D 2? 6I46==6?E
4C27ED>2?<:E
MSRP $59.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
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2D-9C2== 2?5H6C62=D@3F:=E3J29@DE@7DA64:2=EJ
3F:=56CD DF492D&2ID@? '@C422?5$2D8C@

62EFC6D
NYC Split Letterboard Coach
-964@2496D92G6A=2DE:4C@@7 7C2>62?56?5D 2?5
D:56D F?A2:?E65 ?@ECF4<D ?@4@FA=6CD H:E9
5642=D'1 @E9:4=6EE6C:?82?5FA This is
24C27ED>2?<:E







MSRP $39.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.





)C64:D:@?>:4C@-tooled!
6D:8?65 6?8:?66C652?5E@@=65:?E96.?:E65
,E2E6D
24E@CJ:?DE2==65$2566M'@ M4@FA=6CD
Narrow-DEJ=65C27E3@I762EFC:?8D92?<
H6586D DEC:<6C42DE:?82?57F==?FE2?53@=E
detail
I24E+2:=D6I4=FD:G6,-@?+:56@?EC@=
Trucks
CNC-machined metal wheel sets
+2K@CD92CAA2:?E:?82?5AC:?E:?8
0:C68C23:C@?D2?5 ,"-DEJ=6A6C7@C2E65564<

ExactRail

*F@E6 7C@> -C2:? %:76 H63D:E6  - "We know that
E96C6 2C6 >2?J 9@=6D :? E96 >@56=:?8 H@C=5 2?5
>2?JA6@A=62C692AAJE@92G6a stand in model as
long as it represents something close to the real
E9:?8 0:E9 E92E :? >:?5 -C2:? %:76 92D H@C<65
4=@D6=J H:E9 I24E+2:= E@ 5@ E92E H:E9 E96D6
>@56=D 

NYC Depressed Center Flatcar

-96D6 42CD 2C6 ?@E AC@E@EJA:42==J 4@CC64E 7@C E96
'1@C)%
MSRP $39.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Unfortunately not available in the Collinwood
Shop because ExactRail does not give discounts to
dealers.

P&LE Depressed Center Flatcar
6?6C2= ,E66= "?5FDEC:6D  ,"  @776C65 @?6-piece
cast-steel F?56C7C2>6D :? H9:49 E96 D:==  3@5J
3@=DE6CD  4C@DD 362C6CD  5C27E A@4<6ED  4@FA=6CD 2?5
42CC:6CD H6C6 4@>3:?65 :?E@ 2 D:?8=6 DE66= 42DE:?8 
-96D6 F?56C7C2>6D H6C6 A@AF=2C 7@C 6AC6DD65
6?E6C =2ED 3642FD6 E96 56D:8? >2I:>:K65 =@25
DEC6?8E9 H9:=6 >:?:>:K:?8 G6CE:42= 96:89E @7
723C:42E65F?56C7C2>6D
6?6C2==J 56D:8?65 H:E9 2 DA64:2=EJ 4@>>@5:EJ :?
>:?5  6AC6DD65 6?E6C =2E 2CD 2C6 F?:BF6  "?
255:E:@? E@ E96 ," 42DE DE66= 56D:8?D  6AC6DD65
6?E6C =2ED H6C6 7C6BF6?E=J 723C:42E65 3J 2
C2:=C@25D9@>6D9@A2?572>:=:2C3F:=56CD — such

NYCentral Modeler

Accurail

MCRR 36’ Wood Boxcar
(NYCSHS Exclusive – 2018 Convention Car)
-96>@56=C6AC6D6?ED2?6H6CAC@E@EJA62?5>2?J
=2DE65:?D6CG:46E@E96$3C2<6:?E6C492?8632?@7
 
-96 '6H 1@C< 6?EC2=  !F5D@? +:G6C +2:=C@25
changed their (1892-  DE2?52C5 3@Icar design
:?  E@ 72== :?-line with the &
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C64@>>6?52E:@?D "? E96&EH62<65E96
56D:8? 3J 255:?8 >@C6 DE66= 4@>A@?6?ED E@ E96
F?56C7C2>62?525565D@>6=6?8E9 -9642C
H2D -7@@E  -:?49  H9:=6 E96  56D:8? :D 7@@E:?=6?8E9 -96&++ 42CD92G6DE66=6?5D
-9:D DA64:7:4 >@56= :D 2? 6I4=FD:G6 >@56= 7@C E96
'1,!,  @?G6?E:@?  "E H:== 36 2G2:=23=6 2E
E96 4@?G6?E:@? 2?5 in E96 DE@C6 27E6C E96
4@?G6?E:@?
MSRP $31.67 Expected Delivery May 2018.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members immediately
following the 2018 Convention.
Bachmann

NYC Bay Window Caboose
62EFC6D:?4=F56D66-E9C@F89C@@7H2=< =2556C 32J
H:?5@H  >6E2= H966=D  @AE:@?2= 32E9C@@> C@@7
G6?E 2?5 E-Z Mate® &2C<""4@FA=6CD
MSRP $59.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

CI&S (NYC) GLa 2-Bay Hopper Kit
62EFC6D (?6 A:646 A=2DE:4 >@=565 3@5J  F?56C
7C2>6  3C2<6 H966=  2:C E2?<  3C2<6 4J=:?56C  EC:A=6
G2=G6  7C66 C@==:?8 ECF4<D H:E9 >6E2= H966=D 
<?F4<=6 DAC:?8 4@FA=6CD D>@@E9 A2:?E:?8  D92CA
=6EE6C:?842CH6:89ED 2?5:?4=F56s metal wheels
@>6D:?E9C66C@25?F>36CD
MSRP $17.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members
-9:D>@56=:D2?2AAC@I:>2E6@7E96",!@AA6C 
,6G6C2= 762EFC6D 2C6 ?@E AC@E@EJA:42= 3FE H6 2C6
@776C:?8:E2DE9636DEDE2?5-:?>@56=<:E@72",
hopper.

This is one of the “Stand In” models.

O-Scale Rolling Stock
Atlas

-9:D >@56= :D 2? 2AAC@I:>2E6 @7 E96 '1 32J
H:?5@H 423@@D6  ,6G6C2= 762EFC6D 2C6 ?@E
AC@E@EJA:42=3FEH62C6@776C:?8:E2DE9636DEDE2?5:? C625J-to-CF? >@56= @7 2 '1 32J H:?5@H
423@@D6
NYC USRA Double Sheathed Boxcar (2-Rail)
This is one of the “Stand In” models.
Bowser

E=2D (D .,+ @F3=6-,962E965 @I 2C :D
>@56=65 27E6C E96 AC@E@EJA6 E92E H2D 56D:8?65 3J
E96.?:E65,E2E6D+2:=H2J5>:?:DEC2E:@?:? 
Features
-Accurate painting and lettering

NYCentral Modeler
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-True 1/4" dimensions and details
-!:89=J56E2:=65,3@5J
-:776C6?EDE66=6?5D2DA6CE96AC@E@EJA6
-Die-cast chassis
-F==3C2<6DJDE6>
-Die-cast Andrews-sprung trucks
-QD42=6>6E2=H966=D-rail)
-&:?:>F>C25:FD4FCG6-+2:= 
-H@C@25?F>36CD2C62G2:=23=6  

,9@CE C6G:6HD @? %:@?6= @==64E@CRD =F3 '1
':282C2 @776C65 E@ % >6>36CD 2?5 &-!RD
'1 ) =64EC:4 :? '1 :82C 2?5  '1
%:89E?:?8,EC:A6D2?5.-G6CD:@?D
Classic Trains, Spring 2018

MSRP $69.95 Expected Delivery Now.
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

Magazines
Classic Toy Trains, January 2018

“Childhood Dream in 3 Rails” By Roger Carp
pp. 56 – 61
@G6C286 @7 %2HC6?46 @@5C:586RD  =2J@FE
H:E9 A9@E@D @7 E96 '1 &- %:@?6= P=24<
66E=6 2?5D6G6C2=@E96C'1=@4@>@E:G6D
Classic Toy Trains, February 2018

“Head End” p. 5
)9@E@D :? E96 >:5-D D9@H:?8 E96 ?62C=J
:56?E:42=:>286D@7'1)++ )-D
“Little Kids, Big Trains” p. 10
 D9@CE ?@E6 2?5 A9@E@ D9@H:?8 2 5@F3=696256C
:?
“Photo Special – New York Central” pp. 44 – 45
/:?E286A9@E@D@7E96:?E6C:@C@7@?6@7E96PC66<D6C:6D @3D6CG2E:@? =@F?86 @? E96 20th Century
Limited, 2 A2:C @7 %@ RD :? :82C 2?5 2?5
%:89E?:?8 ,EC:A6D  2?5 2? @G6C9625 G:6H @7 :82C
2?5 - 2?5 - 2AAC@249:?8 )@F89<66AD:6  '1
:?,6AE 
“Cradle of Railroad Interest” By Chris Burger pp.
74 – 77
9C:D C6=2E6D 9:D C2:=C@25 6IA6C:6?46D 2D 2 3@J 2?5
J@F?825F=E:?E96@DE@?2C62:?4=F56D2A9@E@@7
A2DD6?86CEC2:?D2E@DE@?,@FE9,E2E:@?
NMRA Magazine, February 2018

“A Lionel no. 156 S-2 is Reborn” by Robert Rello
pp. 54 – 55
CE:4=6@?E96C6DE@C2E:@?@72%:@?6=(-gauge NYC
,-
Classic Toy Trains, March 2018
“History in a Click” By Thornton Waite p. 62
)9@E@2?5D9@CE2CE:4=6@?E96'1!++
Model Railroad News, February 2018
“Product News” by Bob Keller pp. 14 – 17

NYCentral Modeler
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Model Railroad Craftsman, February 2018

“Internationals Car’s Bay Window Coming From
Bluford Shops” p 20
@G6C286 @7 =F7@C5 ,9@AD '-D42=6 32J H:?5@H
423@@D6D
“Know Thy Niagaras” ad, p 39
“Westerfields Models Auto Car Resin Kit” by
Dennis Murphy pp. 42 – 44
C62E 2CE:4=6 @? E96 4@?DECF4E:@? @7 @?6 @7 E96
06DE6C7:6=5 &++ .,+ DE66= 3@I42CD FD65 E@
EC2?DA@CE 2FE@D 7C@>  – E96 62C=J D  These
2C62G2:=23=6:?E96@==:?H@@5,9@A
Fox Valley Models “Fantasy Heritage” GEVOs p.
45
,9@CE 4@G6C286 @7 >2<6 36=:6G6 '1  )%
/(,5:6D6=D:?'-D42=6
Model Railroader, February 2018

“Trains of Thought – Modeling the Photo Line”
by Tony Koester p. 90
-@?J DF886DED E92E 2 A9@E@ =:?6 >:89E 36 E96
>@E:G2E:@? 7@C 2 >@56= C2:=C@25 D46?6 @? J@FC
=2J@FE   -96 2CE:4=6 :?4=F56D 2 A9@E@ @7 2 '1
72?EC:A 7C@> #24<D@? E@ 5C:2?  &" :?   "E
42AEFC6D2<B)24:7:4:?-@=65@ (!H:E928C@FA
@772?DH2:E:?8E@42AEFC62A9@E@
Model Railroader, March 2018

“Third Time’s” By Lou Sassi pp. 59 -65
%@F 4@G6CD )2F= -2CE28=:2RD  !(-scale Chester
+:586  )6??3C@@< =2J@FE   !6 >@56=D E96 =:?6
:?DA:C65 3J 2 '1 3C2?49 =:?6   %@tD @7 A9@E@D @7
'1=@4@D2?5C@==:?8DE@4<

NYCentral Modeler

“Provisional Structures” by Victor Hand pp. 32 -35
"? E9:D 2CE:4=6 '1,!, >6>36C  /:4E@C !2?5
6IA=2:?D 9@H 96 FD6D 3F:=5D 42C53@2C5 2?5
@2>4@C6 DECF4EFC6D 2D DE2?5-:?D 7@C 9:D 56E2:=65
DECF4EFC6 >@56=D @? 9:D '1 !F5D@? 2?5 =6ctric
:G:D:@?D =2J@FE   !6 C676CD E@ E96 '16?EC2=
&@56=6C 2?5 E@ D@>6 @7 &2?Fel Duran-Dur2?RD
56E2:=65 5C2H:?8D 7@F?5 :? @FC >282K:?6  !:D
AC@G:D:@?2= DECF4EFC6D C67=64E 9:D 8C62E >@56=:?8
D<:==D2?5E962CE:4=6:D:?7@C>2E:G623@FEE96FD6@7
these structures as stand-ins while waiting to
4@>A=6E6E96C62=E9:?8
Consider the Commuter – An RMC Project
Layout” by George Riley and Otto Vondrak, pp.
58 – 66
=E9@F89?@E'1,C6=2E65E962CE:4=6:D:?E6C6DE:?8
and is co-HC:EE6? 2?5 :==FDEC2E65 3J '1,!,
mem36C(EE@/2?5C2<

News
Tomar Industries and Utah Pacific Have
New Owners
), +2:=H2J ,FAA=J @7 )2D4@  0 is the new
owner @7 E96D6 EH@ =@?8E:>6 9@33J 4@>A2?:6D 
@C>6C -@>2C @H?6CD  F2?6 2?5 &2C:6 !6?CJ
H:== 4@?E:?F6 H:E9 E96:C =6I2?56C ,42=6 &@56=D
2?5,E6H2CE)C@5F4E%:?6D

White River Productions Announced
Acquiring O Scale Trains Magazine.
-96J24BF:C65:E7C@>AF3=:D96C#2:?: :2??@G2C:@ 
$6G:?2?5'2562?F2=J @H?6CD@709:E6+:G6C
)C@5F4E:@?D  6IAC6DD E96:C 6I4:E6>6?E @?
6IA2?5:?8 E96:C 72>:=J @7 >@56= C2:=C@25:?8
AF3=:42E:@?D2?53F:=5:?8FA@?E967@F?52E:@?=2:5
3J 7@F?5:?8 AF3=:D96C #@6 :2??@G2C:@ D:IE66n
J62CD 28@  P( ,42=6 -C2:?D &282K:?6 :D 2?
@FEDE2?5:?8 AF3=:42E:@? E92E H:== 6IE6?5 @FC C6249
E@E9@FD2?5D@7565:42E65>@56=6CD Q$6G:?D2:5
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Hello Noel,
I hope you are well and enjoying a
cheerful holiday season. I received a
surprise and very special gift from a
Precision Flyer Repairs customer of mine
for Christmas. I thought maybe you might
be interested and want to publish in the
NYCentral Modeler.
He scratch built me a NYC maintenance
shed for my layout, packed it, shipped it,
and marked the box “Do not open until
Christmas morning”. I think they and the
note that he included with the shed say it
all. Boy, was I surprised and very touched
to receive it. I repaired about eight
American Flyer S gauge engines for him in
2017. Apparently he was very happy with
the results of my work for him.
Here is what the handwritten note inside
the box said:
Hi Dave,
My father worked for the P&LE and NYC
railroad for 30 years. I have a potbelly stove
that was in his shop with his tools, etc.
The structure I built for you is all scratchbuilt
from memories from what I saw as a child.
I hope you like it.
Merry Christmas
This customer also happens to be a Purple
Heart decorated retired Army Ranger.
Best regards, and Happy New Year!
Dave Horn

NYCentral Modeler

Dave,
Thanks for sharing the note and the photos
with us.
Noel
Good afternoon Noel,
Victor,

Manuel,

and

Here’s a photo of the station signs I did
recently and a couple of prototype signs. I
lightly hit them with a rattle can of
Rustoleum Camouflage 2X Ultra Cover to
give them the flat black color. I lightly
sanded the black from the raised letters
and edge trim prior to highlighting with a
Prismacolor
Goldenrod
marker
to
highlight the letters and edge trim. I’m
2nd Quarter 2018
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going to try and find a slightly brighter
gold or yellow marker to make the gold
color pop more.

Larry & Manuel,

Larry Faulkner

Thanks, Noel

They look very nice to me.

Hi Noel,
I was just wondering, will you be issuing a
Society treasurer's report for the calendar
year 2017? I would like to see where and
what we are spending the money.
Regards, Sam Shumaker
Sam,
It was mailed with the 1st Qtr. 2018 Central
Headlight.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
Noel,
Those are some test samples I did for
Larry and Victor Hand. Now that they
have passed the initial verification, I will
produce the names that we need.
They are HO-Scale. They could be made
available for sale at the store but we would
need to come up with a list of the
important or most popular names.
It would be a major undertaking to do
signs for every station in the NYCS.
The good thing is that they can be scaled
up before 3D Printing to S-, O- and Gscale. In HO-scale they are very thin and
tend to warp. I think that problem would
prevent them for working in N-scale
Manuel Duran-Duran
NYCentral Modeler

Just looking over the 1st Qtr. 2018
NYCentral Modeler and came across the
photo I sent of the O scale diner that was
built for Dick Wagner by Bruce Grundy.
Unfortunately, Bruce Grundy passed away
soon after I took that photo. He was a
terrific modeler and good friend and will
be sorely missed. At this time I don't know
what will become of his collection.
Jim Kehn
Jim,
I am very sorry to hear of the passing of
Bruce. He was a terrific modeler and we
appreciate that you shared his modeling
photos of his modeling with us so we
could share them with our readers.
Thanks, Noel

2nd Quarter 2018
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Noel,
I am having Accurail do up their USRA
hopper in the scheme as pictured below.
The last time they ran the model in the
early lettering and red paint, the NYC
society beat them up stating that there cars
were black. True, they were black. But it is
also true that they were red. I have
documentation that the cars if painted in
an outdoor paint shop were painted red
during the months October through April
and were painted black in other months.
So, Please, keep the society and its experts
from blasting Accurail and challenging
this paint scheme. Your assistance in this
will be most appreciated.
I have been out of circulation for the past
four years with heart problems. I had
quintuple bypass surgery three years ago.
I have survived and am finally doing well
again. I hope to be around for many more
years! By the way, I retired from work at
the end of this past year 2017. I am
thoroughly enjoying retirement!!!
Your old friend,
Jim Six
Jim,
The Society has no argument with you on
this and we are very glad you are doing
well.
Thanks, Noel

Noel,
I read C.M. Smith’s article with glee!
However, he was not completely correct in
stating that all of the USRA hoppers were
painted red before 1957. This photo taken
November 1943 by Jack Delano clearly
shows one USRA hopper (at lower left) in
black paint. The scheme is the “SYSTEM”
scheme adopted in 1936, but with black
body instead of red oxide body. I suspect
that Specification P-18 of 1921 that these be
painted cement black in winter months
was still in effect in 1943, at least at some
paint shops.
Jim
Jim,
You are correct that not everything that
Charlie wrote is correct. We continually
find errors. He was getting old and made
some mistakes. Hard to go back and fix
everything. That gives you something to
do. ;+}
Thanks, Noel
Hi Noel,
In the latest issue of the 4th Qtr. 2018
NYCentral Modeler, pg. 27 left column, the
dashes were left out of the link to my
dynamometer car model. The correct link
is:
http://model-railroadhobbyist.com/node/26134
Great issue by the way! Happy New Year
too!
Best regards, Geoff Bunza

NYCentral Modeler
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Bob,
Geoff,
As you know us amateurs make a lot of
mistakes. Thanks for providing the correct
link and for sharing your modeling.

We do not have a place in the NYCentral
Modeler for such an item. You may place
one in the Central Headlight. The details
about doing that are in that publication.

Thanks, Noel

Thanks, Noel

Noel,

Noel,

No not switching gauges but nice display
items for the basement stairs.

I thought you would want to know that
my NYC RS-3 is working well and
running on a Christmas layout that fills
my living room along with other O-gauge
trains. I have a small tree, but the
celebration of Christmas for me must
ALWAYS include a model train, tree or
not!!!

Happy Thanksgiving
Roger Murphy

Wishing you and NYCSHS the very best in
2018.
Dick Craig
Hi Noel,

Roger’s models in 1/29-scale.
editor’s scale, by the way.

That is the

Thanks, Noel
Greetings!

The new NYCentral Modeler looks
great. Just one comment, you spelled my
name incorrectly above my picture. There
is no "y" in Sklar.
Happy New Year!
Mark

Is it possible to print a want list item in the
NYCentral Modeler?

Mark,

I am searching for a Brass Challenger E7
diesel in reverse early color scheme. A
premium payment would be shared.

I am very sorry about the misspelling of
your name in the magazine. I missed it
and so did the proofreader.

Many thanks, Bob Hoffman

Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler
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Hello,
I enjoyed seeing the 1914 NYC Rochester
station
featured
in
the
Central
Headlight. As a Rochester resident, myself,
I can confirm that the loss of the station is
still felt within this community. If there
were a silver lining, regarding the razing
of the station, it would be that subsequent
restoration efforts toward other historic
structures were strengthened.

your dad.
Perhaps you could send us some more
photos of the model showing more of the
details.
Thanks, Noel

My dad, and long time NYCHS member,
Ronald Wurme spoke of the station often,
as I was growing up. So, for me, the
station was almost like a member of the
family. My Great Grandfather worked as
a Wire Chief in the station. You can read
about his work as a telegraph instructor in
the February 2018 issue of the
Headlight. His daughter, my aunt Jane,
told me that she used to type papers in his
office.
My Dad talked about making a model of
the station for a long time. Shortly before
his passing, he completed it. He made the
model, in HO scale, from materials such
as, brick paper sheets, cardboard and balsa
wood.

The Rochester station modeled by Daniel’s
father, Ronald Wurme.

NYCSHS,

I took the attached photo to replicate the
photo shown on page 6 in the 4th Qtr. 2017
Central Headlight article by Richard Chait.

Are there any plans to do any book(s) on
the Mohawks? I have several very nice
Mohawks shot in Michigan.

Daniel Wurme

Ron Morse

Daniel,

Ron,

Since the photo is of the beautiful model of
the station, I decided to run this in our
magazine so that our readers could
appreciate the great modeling done by

There are no plans to do that at the present
time.

NYCentral Modeler

Thanks, Noel
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the current issue is attached. Comments??
Greetings!
Is it possible to print a want list item? I am
searching for a Brass Challenger E7 diesel
in reverse early color scheme. A premium
payment would be shared.
Many thanks,
Bob Hoffman

Thanks, Noel

Bob,

Noel,

We do not have a place in the NYCentral
Modeler for such an item. You may place
one in the Central Headlight. The details
about how to do that can be found in that
publication.

That's an old picture. The model was fixed
quite a while ago.

Thanks, Noel
Dear Noel:
The model J-1 Hudson shown with the
"rods down" position on Page 85 of the
current issue of the NYCentral Modeler
has its eccentric crank in the wrong
position: it is 90 degrees behind the main
crank-pin, whereas it should 90 degrees
ahead of it. The position shown would be
correct only (a) if the engine had an
inverted valve gear, which would cause it
to take its forward motion from the top of
the link, or (b) if it had outside
admission. The NYC Hudsons did not
have either of these.
Michael McDermott
Hugh,
I am forwarding this email from Mike to
you since the Hudson pictured is one of
yours. A copy of the reference photo from

NYCentral Modeler

HTG
Hi Richard (Stoving),
Please do pass along my appreciation for
the fantastic job all of you are doing in
running the NYCSHS. I am a long-time
member but had thoughts of quitting 10
years ago because the organization just
seemed to become lethargic. But that has
all changed with the rejuvenation of the
Central Headlight, the addition of
NYCentral Modeler, the revised website,
Collingwood Shops and more. The
NYCSHS
has
become
a
vibrant
organization brought up to date in the 21st
Century. You could say that the NYCSHS
has become the “21st Century Unlimited”.
I wish I were still in the Midwest so I
could participate in the volunteer work
that I know still must be done. But 65
years of snow was enough for this guy. If
there is anything I can do while here in
Arizona, please let me know.
Ron Guzicki
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Any Electric Division Modelers
Out There?
For any of you who model the Electric
Division, Victor Hand cast some 3rd Rail
hangers for his extensive layout and
received many more than the 7200 he
needed for his layout. He let us know that
he would be happy to sell them directly to
NYCSHS members. If you are interested
contact
Victor
directly
at
victorhand123@gmail.com

Mystery Photo in Last Edition

Responses to our Mystery Photo in the
last edition.
Noel,
The mystery photo in the most recent
NYCM magazine is the interior of an RPO
car used for sorting mail on passenger
trains.

The 3rd rail hangers come 6 to a spruce.

Michael Decker, February 6, 2018
(I cannot find any record telling me
where Michael is from, but he is the
winner.)

A photo of Victor’s third rail in place on his
layout. Notice that he uses 1/32 brass square
(Special Shapes) for the rail and Northeastern
1/16’ wood channel for the covers.

We also had a late response from a
member about the Mystery Photo in the
Oct issue. And he points out that we
provided a clue about the mystery on the
next page of that issue. No one else
noticed that clue. Take a look back at
that issue and you will see that Ted is
correct.
The answer to the mystery photo on page
87 is on page 88. It is the gauge end of a
dynamometer car.
Ted Finkbohner, Oakland, CA
Thanks Ted, you are correct.
Noel

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2018 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, Ohio - May 4 – May 6, 2018
Holiday Inn Cleveland South
6001 Rockside Road
Independence, OH 44131

Schedule

Friday, May 4, 2018
 Registration
 Clinic Presentations
 Self-Guided Activities
 NYCSHS Headquarters Open
 Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, May 5, 2018
 Excursion tour of Bucyrus, Marion,
(Lunch) and Galion
 Convention Banquet at Holiday Inn South
 Guest Speaker, Kevin Keefe
 General Members Meeting
 Collinwood Shop open following Meeting
Sunday, May 6, 2018
 Clinic Presentations
 Collinwood Shop Open
 Tours of NYCSHS Headquarters
 Layout tours

Historic Sites

















Grafton Tower (Friday noon – 4:00pm)
(Sunday 11:00am – 4:00pm)
Cleveland Terminal Tower
NYCSHS Headquarters (Friday noon –
5:00pm) (Sunday noon – 4:00pm)
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad
Shaker Rapid Transit
Midwest Railway Preservation Soc.
Cleveland, Akron, & Canton Attractions
Cleveland Museum of Art
Western Reserve Historical Soc.
Great Lakes Science Center
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Pro Football Hall of Fame
MAPS Air Museum
Stan Hywet Hall & Gardens
National First Ladies Library

Hobby Stores & Layouts



Don Stettin’s NKP/W&LE
Cuyahoga Valley & West Shore Model
RR Club (Friday noon – 4:00pm)
(Sunday noon – 4:00 pm)
Ed Enyedy’s New York Central
System Layout

NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to download
registration forms.

Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts
is the best that the committee understands as of March
Hotel Rooms
1, 2018, and may change due to factors beyond its
$99.00 – Single, Double, or King room, all plus 16.25%
control.

tax. Cut-off date for reservations is Wednesday, April
3, 2018. Holiday Inn Cleveland South, 6001 Rockside
Road, Independence, OH 44131. Phone 216-524-8050.
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/indepe
ndence/clein/hoteldetail

Presenters

 Chip Syme - “The LEA&W RR / NYC’s Alliance
Division”  Craig Sanders - “Mattoon, IL & NYC’s Illinois
Division”
 Dr. Frank R. Scheer - “CCC&StL Railway Post
Offices”
 Rich Stoving - “Know Thy Pacifics”
 Seth Lakin - “NYC’s DES- 5/6 (SW-1) Proto & HOScale Modeling
 Seth Lakin - “NYC’s 17700-17999 MC & CS
Cabooses Proto & HO-Scale Modeling”
 Jim Kehn - “Big Four Towers in Ohio “
 Dan Maners - “NYC Interlocking Towers”
 Dave Staplin – “Modifying the Walthers’ RPO”
 Chuck Beargie “ Ride the Franklin Branch in the
Roaring 20s”
 Doug Chapman - “Gateway to the Great Lakes:
The Ohio Central Lines”
 Doug Chapman - “Modeling a Fallen Flag Railroad”
 Richard Wagner – “Working in Interlocking Tower
on the NYC”
 Craig Sanders – “Railroad Town, Matoon, IL”
 Kyle Coble - “Introduction to 3D Printing”
 Don Wetzel – “The NYCS’ Tech Dept. and Record
Setting Jet RDC”
 Manuel Duran-Duran – “Digital Modeling Method
–NYC Structures”
 Mike Connor – “Joint Operations of the Erie and
NYC”
 Blaine Hays – Interurbans in the Cleveland Area”
Some of these presentations may change and others
will be added. Openings are still available. If you
have a presentation you would like to give, contact
Shel Lustig at lellaw@ex100.com or Noel
Widdifield at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
2018 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, OH - May 4 – May 6, 2018
Registration Form
Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________
Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal Code_________
Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________
Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________
Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Vegetarian_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Dave Nethery
P.O. Box 130
Gates Mills, OH 44040-0130
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $44.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one year, including all rights
and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.
Hotel Rooms have been made available at the: Holiday Inn, Cleveland South
6001 Rockside Road
Independence, OH 44131
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/independence/clein/hoteldetail

Please call the hotel directly at 1-216-524-8050. Rooms can be reserved at the rate of
$99.00 single, double, or king plus 16.25% tax. Cut off date for a reservation is Tuesday,
April 3, 2018. You are responsible for making your own reservations. They are not
included in this registration.
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

NYCentral Modeler

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.
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Modeling a Generic Big Four (CCC&St.L)Tower
Article by Jim Kehn
I have always liked the looks of Big Four
interlocking towers. Basically a box sitting
on top of stilts, it just looks so railroady.
Many years ago (okay decades ago) I built
a small HO scale tower based on just my
interpretation of what one should look
like.

Photos by Jim except as noted.
guestimated and I came up with a long
gone rough drawing of the tower.

HO scale tower built in the early 1980s. It was
inspired by photo of Beech Grove Tower on
page 44 of Jeremy Taylor’s 50 Best of the New
York Central System.
Front view of O scale tower as built in the
late 1980s. (Karen Parker)

This side view of the tower shows the details
of the stairs. (Karen Parker)

It had a removable roof and a simple
interior. Never did complete it, but it does
sit on a friend's DT&I layout.
In the 1980s I was drawn into 2 Rail Oscale and decided to build a better tower
in that scale based on a photo I had
purchased of Miami Crossing Tower in
Columbus, Ohio.
Dimensions were
NYCentral Modeler

A view of backside of HO-scale tower. Note
that the door is on the rear wall. I should have
done this on the O-scale tower, as this seems
to be the most common location for the door. I
never did finish this model.

It was purely to be a Big Four style of
tower and not necessarily a model of an
2nd Quarter 2018
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Modeling a Generic Big Four (CCC&St.L)Tower
actual one. I worked on it off and on
(mostly off) for several years and when
finished placed it on the now, long gone,
large O-scale layout on the Ohio State
Fairgrounds. The model looked pretty
good, if I do say so myself, and I was quite
proud of it.

A view of Jim’s HO-scale tower interior. It
was his first attempt at making an interlocking machine.

It attracted the attention of Dick Wagner, a
fellow NYCSHS member, 2-rail O-scaler
and NYC modeler, who, in his youth in
the late 1950s, and had worked for the
NYC Big Four as a tower operator,
including the real Miami Crossing.

had to work with when he made rough
drawings. The Big Four’s ColumbusSpringfield track in front of the tower crosses
the PRR’s Columbus-Dayton line at London,
OH. (left to right). Photo is probably circa
1940s. (B.J. Kern-COLRR)

This view is of the abandoned Miami Crossing
Tower was taken in May 1971. It shows the
door in the back and a stovepipe replacing the
brick chimney. This view is looking west on
the former PRR. The Big Four line was
abandoned during early Penn Central days. It
was burned by vandals in 1973. (Galen Gonser
–COLRR)

Dick wanted to purchase the O-scale tower,
but I wouldn’t sell it.
That went on for awhile until he wore me
down and I said I would trade it for a copy
of Stauffer's NEW HAVEN POWER book,
which in the early 1990s was going for
around $65 a copy.
A few weeks later at our Wednesday night
gathering at the fairgrounds he handed me
a brand new copy of the NHP book. The
tower was now his.

This is the photo of Miami Crossing Tower
that started it all. Jim purchased a cropped
version of this at a train show from the late
B.J. Kern in the 1980s. It was the only photo he

NYCentral Modeler

Fast forward a quarter century to 2015.
The tower has resided on Dick's layout all
those years. I would see it occasionaly on
visits to Dick's layout. Others would give
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Modeling a Generic Big Four (CCC&St.L)Tower
me compliments on the structure and Dick
would keep asking me to do another one
for him. The tower was aging and looking
a little sad. I still had a fondness for it, but
could now see all the little flaws in it. If I
was to do another one I would use newer
and better material now on the market.
I needed to work on a structure for an
NMRA Achievement certificate and
thought that rebuilding the tower might be
a good project. Dick wanted to add more
details including an interior and the
outside piping and rodding, so he gave me
a boatload of detail parts and I took the
tower home where it sat a year while I had
other things going on.

towers raised to better see the trains, I can
buy this, and use High Tower (BS) at
Bellefontaine
as
an
example.

Oh, the wonders of the Internet! Dan Maner’s
North American Interlockings website (NAI)
is a wealth of tower photos. Beech Grove IN.
(Dick Baldwin)

I contacted Noel and asked him if he
would be interested in an article on my
rebuild.
YES!
So from my poor memory and looking
over the tower and how I think I built it, I
am presenting, not a “how to” article, but
a look at how you might consider building
one for yourself.
Big Four Towers
No one seems to know why the Big Four
chose to build many of its towers on stilts.
There has been speculation that originally
the towers were built at ground level and
when the Big Four was double tracked the
towers were raised so that the operator
could better see the trains. Lacking any
photo evidence of this I am skeptical of
this theory myself. As for having the
NYCentral Modeler

This photo screams classic Big Four Railroad.
Stilt tower, L2c Mohawk, tower rodding, and
signals all in view. Jim says the photographer
Dick Baldwin, could not have taken a more
perfect picture! (R. Baldwin-Fuller coll.-NAI)

When I began this project back in the 1980s
I had one photo of Miami Crossing Tower
to work from. Nowadays with the internet
you can find all sorts of photos. The best
source
is
the
North
American
Interlockings
site
(http://northamericaninterlockings.com/)
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Modeling a Generic Big Four (CCC&St.L)Tower
plus simply search for images of
interlockings, etc. I also have purchased a
number of tower photos from John Fuller
at train shows.
Tony Koester sent me several images he
took of a Big Four Tower drawing that he
found at the National Archives. These
were in the field notes when the railroads
were valued during the WW1 era. Perhaps
a diligent search of Big Four records there
would produce some useful tower
information.

Big Four towers came in a variety of sizes
and some had their stilt framework
covered over, such as Morgan Tower
Quincy Ohio, and Ridgeway (Hayes)
Tower. Grafton Tower near Cleveland still
survives and AC Tower Marion, which
was an Erie tower, is part of the Marion
Union Station complex and is often
opened for tours.

This is Grafton Tower in Grafton, Ohio and
the tower has been preserved. (NAI)

Many years ago in the late 1970s Railroad
Model Craftsman published drawings of
Tates Point Tower. This was a Big Four
brick tower design probably built around
WW1 era and fully enclosed.

There is a wealth of information at the
National Archives just waiting for serious
researchers to go through. Tony Koester found
this drawing of Charleston IL where this
tower guarded the Big Four and Clover Leaf
(NKP) crossing. This tower later had the lower
stilt portion enclosed, as did many other Big
Four towers. (Tony Koester)

NYCentral Modeler

Scratchbuilt tower based on Tates Point
Tower drawing in Railroad Model Craftsman.
(Kehn)

If you are stumped for dimensions, this
drawing could give you a guide. The
2nd Quarter 2018
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Modeling a Generic Big Four (CCC&St.L)Tower
towers I have seen varied in number of leg
supports depending on length of the tower
itself.

Of course the position of these was not
known until the actual stilt underframe
had been constructed.

Some other examples of classic Big Four
stilt towers would be Hiles, Shelby, Burt
Tower at Galion (B4 tower-Erie operator),
Fairborn, Carlisle Junction.

I painted the concrete gray and put some
ground cover (cinders, ballast, and grass)
on the base.

Who knows? Maybe a beautiful drawing
of a Big Four tower exists out there and
will turn up!

Author’s drawing made many years ago of
Burt Tower, Galion, Ohio.

MODELING THE TOWER
THE BASE
The base was built from a piece of .040
styrene sheet. It was shaped to cover the
area of the tower and the front steps. To
the base was glued a piece of sheet styrene
to represent the concrete pad that held the
bellcranks, rollers, and rods underneath. I
probably used .020 or .030 sheet for this.
The concrete footers were styrene boxes
and the L shaped slots were made by
drilling holes and cutting out the web
between them to hold the legs of the tower.
NYCentral Modeler

In the rebuild I glued a piece of 1/8-inch
plywood to the styrene base to give it
more heft.
I painted the plywood to better resist any
moisture before gluing it to the styrene. It
was then painted a brown color with
cheap acrylics and will be blended into the
scenery when installed.
If I was to do this again I would probably
build the base using a piece of, at least, 1/2
inch plywood. Styrene does warp a little
over time. The concrete pad could be
wood also. The footers could be many
things but one might start with
rectangular tubing or something similar. I
think back when I built it, Evergreen
sytrene was just coming on the market.
One might also consider building a deeper
base and putting lighting controls and
batteries inside.

Drawing with
the dimensions
of the O-scale
tower base.
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.

make gussetts and then I drilled holes for
rivets.
I only installed the rivets on the viewing
side.
As mentioned in the base section, the
footers were styrene boxes 1’ X 1’ 9” with
the top drilled 1/8-inch to match the
angled legs. With the underframe built,
the footers could now be positioned on the
base.

View of the tower base after rebuilding with
footers and small platform.

If I was to do this again I would consider
doing it completely in styrene. However, I
do like the brass technique and if I could
find nice brass 1/16-inch angles then
maybe it would be just as well to go all
brass. Your choice.

Detail of footer.

STILT UNDERFRAME
The stilt underframe was built mainly
from 1/4-inch brass strip and 1/8-inch
brass angle for the legs. The crosspieces
were made from 1/4-inch brass angle.
This was all soldered together probably in
a homemade jig.
1/16-inch Plastruct angle was used for the
angled leg crossbraces.
¼-inch Plastruct “C” channel (1/16-inch
web) was then glued to the outside of the
brass frame.

Drawing of tower underframe

Triangular pieces of styrene were used to
NYCentral Modeler
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glued on top. However, when drilling
some holes in the floor I found that there
was a space between the styrene and the
plywood. Maybe I used 1/2 inch plywood
and added strips of stripwood to bring the
styrene floor to its proper height.
Whatever, the block of plywood is cut to
match the stilt underframe and attached
with screws through the crosspieces.
.
Underframe and how it is screwed to the
bottom of the tower body. Underframe, tower
body, stairway, and roof were all designed to
be sub assemblies. (Karen Parker)

The outer wall was built from .040 styrene
sheet as was the inner wall. The inner wall
was built a tad higher so that the roof
would fit securely. Back when built it was
popular to do the score and snap
technique to make window and door
openings. I would probably still do this
today unless I had access to a laser cutter
or something fancy like that. Heck,
nowadays you could probably do the
whole thing with 3D printing!

Underframe detail. This is the backside of the
tower as no rivet detail was added, as on the
front.

Drawings of how the
body of the tower was
constructed.
Complete underframe as seen from the front.
Note rivets. (Karen Parker)

MAIN STRUCTURE
Well, I thought I had built the main
structure starting with a 3/4 inch block of
plywood with a styrene scribed floor
NYCentral Modeler
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WINDOWS AND DOORS
The size of the windows was determined
and mine came out with inside dimensions
3 ½’ wide and 5’ high. I added the 3”- or
4”-inch trim around the window and a
sash. The inside window frames were built
from styrene strip.
With all the wonderful Tichy and Grandt
Line windows and others castings
available today I’d be danged if I would
do that again! Same with the door.

Window detail. Note use of N scale car siding
for siding shakes and how the flair at the
bottom of the corner had to be filled in.

More window and corner detail. I tried to
scribe the siding to better represent individual
shakes, but soon gave up.

Jim’s drawing of the tower details that he
used in the construction of this model.

Door detail. After being ribbed, goodnaturedly, by NMRA judges for not having a
doorknob, he drilled a hole and used a Tichy
rivet and painted it gold. It was the very last
detail he added to the tower.

NYCentral Modeler
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ASSEMBLY
Here comes the really hard part. Putting it
all together. With the block of plywood
unscrewed from the stilts (protect that
underframe!) I measured 1 ft 6 inches from
the bottom of the block.
This is your lower trim area. It will be
trimmed out later.
Most Big Four towers had a pronounced
flare at the bottom of the walls and I really
don't remember how I did mine. Probably
attached the walls together at the top and
left the bottom section unglued. I added a
piece of stripwood all around the top area
of the base to force the bottom of the sides
outward. This would leave a large gap to
fill in and I believe I just covered it over
when I applied the siding. My siding was
made from narrow strips cut from N scale
car siding. Try as I might I never got
everything nice and even and it shows in
the corners. Any gaps were plugged with
a goop mixture of styrene dissolved in
cement.

Interior of tower as originally constructed.
Note how inner wall is taller than outer wall.
(Karen Parker)

Detail of the siding and flair on Morgan
Tower, Quincy, Ohio. This tower had its stilts
covered over. Note the rodding for pipeline
and the semaphore signals, and other details.
(C. Geletzke-NAI)

Drawings of the bottom trim.

NYCentral Modeler

Today I would use shingles or shakes
commercially available and apply them to
the wall, then use commercial windows. If
I needed to plug gaps it would be with an
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auto body putty or something similar.
ROOF
Many Big Four towers had flared roofs. I
made my roof base from .040 sheet styrene.
The roof forms were made by using a
dinner dish to get a nice curve. These were
glued to the base. I can't remember now
how I positioned them when I glued them
to the base. This was covered by .020 sheet
styrene. It was all trial and error, cut and
fit.
Once the basic roof was finshed I put
shingles on. I think they were Campbell
HO-scale shingles that came in a gummed
roll back then. I would moisten them and
put them in place. I think I ended up
actually using my fingers to spread
watered down white glue to really secure
them.

spruced up the color. I was going to paint
the shingles gray/black, but Dick liked the
green color better, so I stayed with that.

Underside of roof and recess for the tower
body to fit into.

Today I would use the newer commercial
shingles that have adhesive on the back.
There is a much better selection out there
today.
It’s all supposed to come together like this!

Roof as originally built. (Karen Parker)

The roof is made so that it fits down over
the sides and holds everything square. In
the rebuild I weathered the roof and
NYCentral Modeler

The chimney is plastic brick sheet around
a styrene base. My picture showed the
brick chimney, but Dick only remembered
a sheet metal pipe when he worked there. I
was going to reluctantly remove the brick
chimney, but then convinced Dick that it
was prototype and looked better than a
steel pipe. I painted the interior black and
touched up the paint on the brickwork. I
added some flashing using index card.
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Chimney as built.

Today, I would make the roof a little
different. From looking at many photos
that were unavailable to me years ago, I
would have less of a sweeping curve to the
roof. But it does look nice!
STAIRS
The stairs are pretty straight forward. I
used Evergreen styrene O-scale stair kit
and cut to length to reach from small
platform on the base to the platform
outside the tower door. Everything was
made from styrene except the legs, which
were angled brass. Originally, I glued
these to the inside of the upper platform
“box” but over the years they had become
loose, so I removed them completely and
cleaned out the corners of the box for
better adhesion. I reglued the legs and
then added a thick block of styrene that
trapped the legs and made the whole
assembly
much
sturdier.

Drawing for the tower stairs.

Original
attachment of
legs. This
proved to be a
little too
fragile

Tower steps as
originally
constructed.

NYCentral Modeler
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to touch up the paint for the current
rebuild, I couldn't find my old bottles so I
tried to match up some of the commercial
craft paints in hobby stores that you can
get cheaply. I had to buy a ton of bottles to
make sure I could match the old paint, and
I never really did. I see where now
NYCSHS sells paint. So, if you build a
tower make sure you keep a record of the
colors used.

Detailed view.

I would like to know exactly what colors
were actually used. I've seen NYC
structures in light/dark green, olive green
and white trim, grayish with green trim,
white with green trim, etc.

Part 2 coming in the next edition!!
In the next edition Jim will show us how
he detailed the interior of the tower,
constructed the interlocking machine and
enhanced the model with many other fine
details.

Much more secure attachment of the legs.

PAINTING
This model was done and painted back in
the 1980s. At that time I used some Polly S
military colors that I thought were close to
what I thought NYC colors were. I used a
light green and a dark green. When I went
NYCentral Modeler
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Good Outcome for a Treasured Layout
By Dick Craig
In 2010 it became necessary for me to
relocate my wife to a long-term
skilled health care facility. We left
our home on Lake Gage near
Angola,
IN
and
moved
a
"Continuing
Care
Retirement
Community." My late wife had to be
in the skilled nursing facility on that
campus, while I continued to live in
a 3 room, two-bath apartment in an
Independent Living Facility on the
same campus. This meant not only
selling our home, but also selling my
O-gauge trains and tearing down my
large garage layout.

Dick’s O-gauge layout was built in his
garage and as you can see it was a
beautifully done one. Not surprisingly
Dick wanted to find a way for it to
survive.

That layout was “C” shaped
beginning at the rear wall with a 10‘
X 12’ platform, a 5-½’ shelf along one
side of the garage and an attachable
4’ X4’ platform at the end of the
shelf. Later I added another 4’ X 4’
platform on casters which I could
detach and roll to the rear of the
garage and place alongside the 10’ X
12’ platform. This allowed me to

NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Dick
park our car in the garage with room
to open the car doors.

Dick is smiling as he looks over his
pride and joy. The layout represents
many years of modeling efforts and fun.
You can see some of his many models on
the shelves on the wall to his right.

This photo shows the detachable
platform and the Lionel sign telling us
all about his love of O-gauge trains.

While at Lake Gage, I also belonged
to the Tri State Station, a multi-gauge
train club in a large vacant store at a
nearby shopping mall. A member of
the club from Toledo, Duane Topel,
had a friend near that city, Ray
Tomstadt. Ron had a number of Ogauge locomotives and rolling stock.
The walls of his beautiful basement
had numerous shelves to display the
trains, but no layout.
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Duane introduced me to Ray who
within a few weeks was looking over
my layout. He offered to buy it and
everything on it except the
locomotives and rolling stock, which
I sold separately.
How did Ray move my layout from
near Angola, IN to Toledo, OH? I
thought it would be impossible.
Not for Ray. He simply sawed it
into approximately four large
sections (not counting the portion on
castors) by cutting through the
plywood top, 2” X 4” frame, the
track, landscaping, 12-gauge bus
wires under the layout. He unbolted
the legs and slid the pieces into his
large trailer, which had several
shelves and made two trips to
Toledo.
He even took the control board, Z4000 transformer, and the high stool
I had sat on at the control panel
before acquiring the TMCC system.
He made two trips to Toledo, and
with friends there, took it down to
his basement and reassembled it
there.
He described it to me this way:
“Hi Dick,
This is just a note to let you know
what has happened with the layout.
When I first brought it home, I put it
in my back garage on sawhorses so I
could work on it.
At all of the places I cut the layout
NYCentral Modeler

to get it home, I cut back the
stringers and put in 1” X 4” stringers
for strength. Then in our basement, I
built a sub-frame with adjustable
legs so I could level it. I placed the
layout so I had 3 feet on the right
end, a 2-foot walkway in back, and 5
feet on the left side. I could then
walk all the way around the layout.
After setting the layout on the subframe, I screwed all of the sections
back together, and I am happy to
say, the cuts didn’t even show. I
replaced the track pins that I had to
cut and redid the ballast in the
repaired areas. The entire layout
was then rewired, as I found that to
be easier than trying to figure out
how to patch the wiring.
After getting everything back
together and running some trains, I
decided to raise the mountain. I took
it up one inch so the main line now
has a 5 1/8”clearance. Now I can
run my stack cars that are 5” high.
The upper level tracks also had to be
raised and inch (and that took a little
time!) The repairs on the bottom of
the mountain where I added on to it
came out great. It was a little tricky
getting the paint to match, but it all
came together. So I didn’t mess up
your mountain.
I replaced a couple of switches that
were acting up, and found out they
just needed to be taken apart and
cleaned, so I had a couple of spares. I
replaced all of the switch lamps with
LEDs, and that dropped my amps
about 1 to 1 ½ so they run cool.
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Good Outcome for a Treasured Layout
The log loader is a great piece. It
works great and is a lot of fun. All of
the buildings and lights are working
fine, and the whole layout looks
especially nice with the basement
lights off.
I have to thank you so much for all
of the time and expertise you put
into this layout, making it as
beautiful as it is. Everyone who sees
it cannot believe all of the neat things
you did. I have enclosed photos to
show you how it looks in its new
home. I also included some photos
of my train collection. Kay and I are
very proud to own the layout and
have fully enjoyed several weeks’
work of putting it all back together.
If you are ever in the area, I hope
you will feel free to stop by and
spend some time with me, once
again running trains on the layout
you
spent
so
many
years
constructing.
Sincerely, Ray”

When it was in operation, Ray (left
column) at the controls in his
basement, with the assembled layout
operating behind him, invited me to
spend the night in his home and
enjoy several happy hours with him
and his wife, Kay.

Duane, in the blue shirt and wearing a
beard, and some of Ray’s other train
club friends.

The trains on the layout, which I had
spent many happy hours planning,
building, wiring, laying track and
ballast, landscaping and erecting
buildings and tunnels would
continue to roll on. It was a good
outcome for all of us.

All three of us (Duane, Ray and I)
were thrilled.

Ray proudly operating
installed in his basement.
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Making Three Custom Dwarf Block Signals For the
Scenic NYC Water Level Route for Only $15
By Bob Shaw

Photos by Bob

discusses how they were converted into
attractive, operating dwarf block signals
using plastic pipe and pipefittings. It also
provides signal, relay and TMCC® wiring
information and diagrams that explain
basic principles regarding their operation,
which can be applied on your O-gauge
layout.

Custom dwarf signal 22 gives the right-ofway to a streamlined Lionel Empire State
Express Hudson on Bob’s Water Level Route
layout.

I’m always looking for cost-saving ways to
improve my layout. In this case, because
standard Lionel® 153 Block Signals are
more than eight inches tall, I made short
three-inch dwarf signals to install on the
mainline so they don’t obstruct the view of
my train station and city.

I Just Couldn’t Help Myself
When first seeing the three die-cast 153
block signal tops, I realized they were the
major components needed to make custom
dwarf signals as they contained a top
recess for a green lamp, along with a
bottom one for a red lamp. The boxed
area in this illustration shows this top part
in detail.

Side-by-side
comparison of
block signals
shows a tall
Lionel 153 on
the left and a
custom dwarf
on the right.

To save the cost of new ones, I bought
three Lionel 153 Block Signal die-cast tops
for $15 at a train show. This article
NYCentral Modeler

A die-cast metal 153 block signal top is
enclosed in a box in this illustration. Note
holes in the back that wires pass through to
power each lamp.
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Before discussing the creative process used
to incorporate these tops into custom
dwarf signals, let’s look at the finished
units installed on the layout. The first
image shows dwarf signal 22 with a Lionel
132 Passenger Station in background.

The advantage of short dwarf signals is they
don’t obstruct the view of my Lionel 132
Passenger Station or city buildings.

The second image shows signals 21 and 23
near a Lionel 356 Freight Station.

that the block signal top is mounted on a
hollow metal pole that encloses three
wires that are attached to terminals
mounted on the base. I found parts for a
simple version with these characteristics
on a shelf in my garage, where the
plumber had left a length of half-inch
plastic water pipe.

The vertical posts of my dwarf block signals
began as a piece of plastic water pipe that
was sawed into three-inch lengths.

Because it was hollow, wires could pass
through it, and it could be drilled easily to
facilitate mounting and wiring the signal
top. He also left some hollow plastic
fittings that would vertically support a
pipe. The good news is the other end had
a screw thread that could be pushed into a
hole drilled in the top of my layout to
support the pipe fitting (below).

At just three inches tall, custom dwarf signals
21 and 23 are compact, attractive and have
bright lamps.

The Solution: Plastic Water Pipe and
Fittings Left Over After a Plumbing Job
Finding a creative solution began with
looking closely at the tall Lionel 153 Block
Signal (previous page), which revealed
NYCentral Modeler

Shown here (left) before painting, a threaded
water pipe fitting provided a strong base to
support each dwarf block signal. A hole was
drilled into the layout (right) to accept the
threaded pipefitting.
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installation by inserting the post and top
into the fitting. All had previously
received several spray coats of Krylon®
Flat Black.

The treaded pipefitting was “screwed” into the
hole to make a stable base for the block signal
pole.

After construction, which will be
explained next, the three wires protruding
from inside the dwarf signal post were
inserted into the hole in the fitting so they
could be connected to a terminal strip
under the layout table.

Here’s a completed dwarf signal after its post
was inserted into the pipefitting base. Adding
bushes and other scenic details are planned to
dress-up the base.

How Block Signals Work
I wanted my dwarf signals to be short and
have good-looking proportions.
Consequently, each signal is three inches tall.
Electrically, each signal needed three
electrical connections: one to power the
green lamp, one to power the red lamp
and one for the ground which is standard
on all 153 Block Signals.

After wiring, which will be explained next, a
wire from each lamp and a ground wire, are
inserted into the hole in the pipe fitting (top)
and fastened to a terminal strip (bottom)
under the layout table

(Wiring of these, and other, connections
will be explained later.) I completed the
NYCentral Modeler

A Green lamp (G) and Red lamp (R) wire
are shown with a Ground wire (-) (above)
run through the hollow signal post pipe.
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Note that each lamp is isolated and wired
separately to illuminate either the green
lamp, or red lamp, when power (+) is
applied to the tip of the lamp through the
green or red wire (left). The two gold
color lamp sockets serve as a ground (-).
They are linked together with a ground
wire that is connected to the center
binding post on a 153 Block Signal (below
left) with the red and green wires
connected to isolated binding posts on
each side of it. This information was used
to wire my dwarf signals.
This illustration shows how each lamp
wire connects to a separate terminal post
located on either side of a shared Ground
(-) post.

The die-cast metal block signal top was
wired first.

Green and red lamp wires in the metal block
signal top were wired first. Gold color lamp
sockets provide a common ground (-) for both
lamps.

Terminal posts seen here on the base of
Lionel 153 Block Signal. The same
configuration was used to wire the
terminal strip (previous page) under the
layout.
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Individual wires and springs were
inserted into the top (green lamp) and
bottom (red lamp) sockets before insulated
washers with metal eyelets were soldered
to the end. The lamp tip will press against
each eyelet to provide positive (+) power.
Take a close look at this image again and
you’ll see part of the gold color screw
sockets in the top and bottom recesses.
The metal lamp outer socket fits snuggly
into each socket to make a ground (-)
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connection for each lamp when screwed
into its respective socket.
These grounds are connected together to
the center binding post as shown in the
illustration (left top previous page).
Wiring the Dwarf Block Signals
After completing the lamp wiring, the
green and red lamp wires were run
through holes in the back of each signal
top socket and inserted into holes drilled
into the plastic pipe.

These holes were drilled to a slightly
smaller diameter than each peg so they
could be force-fit into the holes to firmly
secure them.
After completing the wiring, the only
missing part was a decorative plug to
cover the hole on top of the post. After
inquiring at the local hardware store, they
suggested inserting a chrome metal plug,
which fit perfectly.

A chrome metal plug inserted into the top of
each dwarf signal adds a good-looking
finishing touch.

Pressing the post into the plastic base
fitting
completed
the
installation.

A side view of the block signal top shows a
red and green wire passing through holes
drilled into the signal post, along with a
ground wire that’s soldered to the bottom
signal-top support post.

The green and red wires can be seen here,
along with the “ground” wire that was
soldered to the bottom peg of the die-cast
signal top. It grounds the lamps because
the gold color outer lamp screw casings fit
snuggly into the die-cast top to create a
circuit. You can also see two larger holes
were drilled into the post to accept the two
larger pegs that secure the top to the post.
NYCentral Modeler

After pressing the post into the base fitting
and applying power, a new dwarf block signal
welcomes a Lionel Lines passenger train.

Simple Options to Wire a Block Signal
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Before discussing the integrated system
used to power, control and remotely
operate block signals on my layout, it’s
important to point out three simple
options that can be used to wire a block
signal so it’s activated by a passing train.
These include using a pressure-activated
contactor switch, installing an insulated
outer rail track section that’s activated by
the wheels of a passing train, or placing
infrared sensors beside the track. They all
work well, are relatively easy to install and
are the options employed on many
layouts.

While Bob’s layout uses an integrated system,
there are a number of simple ways to power
and operate a block signal, as shown in this
illustration that employs a Lionel contactor
switch.

Operating Dwarf Block Signals With
Relays and TMCC Control
Because I’m not an electrician, I learned
how to wire the integrated approach used
on my layout by reading Lionel
equipment-operating manuals. Now, at
the risk of getting too technical, let’s
review this system. It’s not prototypical as
my block signals are used to indicate the
position of each switch with an
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illuminated green lamp for straight and a
red lamp for curved.

While a control panel is under construction,
more than 30 block signals across Bob’s 35foot layout let him see the position of each
switch at a glance as a green lamp indicates
straight and a red lamp indicates curved.

With 30+ switches spread out across a 35foot layout, and a control panel that’s
under construction, this let me quickly see
the position of every switch at a glance
(above).
In addition, I wanted to remotely operate
each switch using Lionel TMCC
(TrainMaster® Command Control). This
called for linking a Z-StuffTM DZ1000
Switch Machine and DZ1002 Button
Control to a Z-Stuff DZ1008 Relay and
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Lionel SC-2
Controller.

Switch

and

Accessory

Wiring diagram for a simple switch machine
activated by a control button.

A Z-Stuff switch machine, control button and
relay, (left to right) along with a Lionel SC-2
Switch Controller, are key components used to
remotely control switches and block signals.

These components are powered by a
Lionel ZW® Transformer. Simply put,
they work together to remotely throw a
switch machine to a straight or curved
position, while lighting either a green or
red block signal lamp. Because wiring for
a simple button-activated switch machine
is the heart of this integrated system,
understanding its operation is useful.

Now look at the illustration (below) and
you’ll see the same DZ1000 Switch
Machine and DZ1002 Button Control,
along with the addition of a DZ1008 Relay
and Lionel SC-2 Remote Switch Controller,
which permit remote operation of a switch
machine and block signal. Here’s how
they operate.

How a Simple Switch Machine Operates
This illustration (right top) shows a ZStuff DZ1000 Switch Machine on the left
with a DZ1002 Button Control on the right.
Note how positive power (+) from the
transformer is wired to the middle post of
the switch machine, while the negative (-)
ground, or common, is wired to the
middle post of the button control switch.
Pushing the “L” button on the control
throws the switch to straight, while
pushing the “R” button throws the switch
to curved. (I wired the button control into
my system to use as a backup if remote
activation failed.)
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This CAD drawing shows wiring for the fully
integrated system that permits remote
operation of a switch machine and block
signal.

How a Relay Operates a Block Signal
The block signal in the lower right of the
drawing above is controlled by a Z-Stuff
DZ1008 Relay, which is an on/off switch
for each lamp.
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the block signal. When the power is on
the Green Lamp is on.


WHITE Relay NO - NO = Normally
Open. It’s normally off, until the relay
removes power from the green lamp
and redirects it through the White wire
to light the Red lamp in the block
signal.

How a Lionel SC-2 Remotely Operates
Switch Machines
This relay has seven colored wires that
perform these functions:


YELLOW Left - DZ1000 - Throws the
switch machine into a straight position.



BLACK Negative (-)
Completes
the circuit by connecting to the ground
terminal on the ZW transformer. This
wire is called common or neutral.



GREEN Right - DZ1000 - Throws the
switch machine into a curved position.



RED Positive (+) - Supplies 14V of
fixed power from the ZW transformer
to energize the switch machine.



BLUE Relay COMMON - It supplies
12V of fixed power from the ZW
Transformer to the relay, which directs
it through either the Gray or White
wire to turn-on the Green or Red lamp
in the block signal.



GRAY Relay NC - NC = Normally
Closed.
It’s normally on, which
permits power to flow through the
Gray wire to light the Green lamp in
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The final component in the integrated
system (below) is a Lionel SC-2 Remote
Controller (center top).

This CAD drawing shows wiring for the fully
integrated system that permits remote
operation of a switch machine and block
signal. Note SC-2 Control Unit (center top).

A Lionel SC-2 Remote Controller (above) has
six terminals that can be configured to operate
six switch machines.
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2 Controller can be programmed in groups
of six switches. For example, the first SC-2
is programmed to operate switches 1 – 6.
Then the second SC-2 is programmed to
operate switches 7 – 12 and so forth.)
More information about this, and other,
Lionel devices required to remotely
operate trains, switches and accessories
can be found on their website and in their
on-line operating manuals.
NYCSHS Members Are Creative

Only one SC-2 terminal is shown in the CAD
drawing (previous page) and in this close-up
image (above).

I know you use your imagination to create
exciting additions for your layout. I read
about them in your Modeler articles. I hope
you found this dwarf block signal article
to be interesting, and will be encouraged
to build your own custom projects as well
as to incorporate remote switch and train
operation into an O-gauge layout.
Close-up of
installed
block signal
23 with a gas
station in the
background.

A Ground wire is connected to the center
post, while “R” is wired to the “Y”, and
“L” is wired to the arrow, which
correspond to the arrow and “Y” symbols
on the TMCC Cab-1® Remote Controller.
Note that symbols
on the “AUX 1” and
“AUX 2” buttons of
this
TrainMaster
Command
Control
unit match wiring
symbols
on
a
terminal on a SC-2
Controller.

To throw Switch 21
to
the
straight
position, for example, I press the “SW”
button in the upper left corner, then press
“21” on key pad followed by pressing the
“arrow” on the “Aux 1” button. (Each SCNYCentral Modeler

It was fun and gratifying to make these
dwarf block signals. Try making your
own creative additions to your layout.
You’ll be glad you did!
The following products are trademarks, or
registered trademarks, of:





Lionel®, TMCC®, TrainMaster®, ZW®,
Cab-1 Remote Controller®
- Lionel
LLC
Krylon® - Sherwin-Williams Co.
Z-StuffTM - Z-Stuff for Trains
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Scratch built Big Four Furniture Car before weathering.

Scratch Build A Big Four
Furniture Car

One of the nice things about modeling
the early 1900s is that most freight cars
were less than forty feet in length, which
translates into more cars and more
railroading in our always limited amount
of layout space. Although most cars in
this time period fit into the thirty-four,
thirty-six, and forty-foot lengths, not all
cars did.
The Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago and
Saint Louis railroad, known as the Big
Four, in 1900 constructed in their
Brightwood shops at Indianapolis 200
furniture boxcars numbered 3500-3699.
Furniture cars were boxcars created for
bulky loads that had fairly low amounts of
weight per item shipped. This allowed for
bigger longer cars. These Big Four cars
were fifty feet nine inches long, ten feet
one inches wide at the eaves and fourteen
feet three inches from rails to the running
boards. Small by today's standard, you
bet, but in the 1900s the Big Four furniture
cars dwarfed most other cars. In earlier
Early Rail Car Shops columns, I have
written about cars that were built in the
NYCentral Modeler

thousands, so why bother with such a low
production car you might ask. Well, even
though they were few in numbers, they
would have still been out on the road and
racking up miles. And just because a car
was not a high percentage of a railroad's
roster doesn't mean we should overlook
them. How else would you get your
furniture to another state? A large car like
this one also adds variety and interest to
the inventory of cars on your layout.
I found the drawings for this car in the
Railway Age journal several years ago,
however I was unable to locate a
photograph of this car until this year when
I stumbled upon an image of car number
3642 taken in Dallas Texas January 2, 1908
while looking through digital archives
online. The photograph isn't very clear
nor shows a lot of the lettering, but when
you are dealing with such a rarely
photographed car, beggars can't be
choosers.
Many times when I want to understand
and model a car, I will go to the computer
and model the car, send the file to a 3D
printer, and then finish the car. With 3D
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printing, you can work on the computer
and really dial everything in, create all of
the parts you need, hit a button and you
have a very dimensionally accurate car.
This time because of the expense to print
this car I decided to scratch build this car.
I must confess that I do not enjoy scratch
building cars. I find it tedious and I get
frustrated by the compromises one must
make. So to relieve myself of this burden I
decided to try an exercise in building a less
detailed car, but one that still has a high
representational value and would still fit
in with the other cars on the layout roster,
and that is the subject of this edition of the
Early Rail Shops.

The Body-Roof, Sides, and Floor
Like all cars you need to start with the body.
First make the Sides and Ends of the car by
taking the measurements of the car and
transfer them to a piece of Evergreen .020
inch car siding going to the closest siding
groove so you don't have a partial board. I
do the same thing for the ends but subtract
the thickness of the styrene. Make gentle
scores with layout lines when you cut the
gable, as it is easy to make a bad angle if
you try to cut through quickly.

Big Four car number 3642 January 2, 1908 (Bentley Historical Library)
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Basic body parts with layout lines.

The angle at this point isn't terribly critical
though because the fascia board will cover
it, but get it as close as you can. Once they
are cut, place the sides back-to-back and
the ends back-to-back to make sure they
are mirror images and trim, file or sand to
get them as close as you can. Now is the
time to assign the sides and ends position
when they will be assembled. Mark an
“A” and a “B” on the sides and ends so
that they will be in the same place as you
work through the assembly. Also mark
the centerline of the ends and the sides.
The centerlines and the bottom of the car
will be your go-to reference as you build
the car. Because the ends on this car are
not square, but drop down use the corner
that aligns with the sides as your bottom
reference. I find it is easier to mark with a
square and ruler on the pieces rather than
a built body, so before I put the car body
together I lay out as much as I can,
locating the corner angle braces, the grab
irons, doors, and the bottom of the fascia.
Once the sides and ends are marked with
reference lines, I like to predrill the holes
for all of the grab irons and for the nut bolt
NYCentral Modeler

washer castings. I have a heck of a time
getting everything straight for the grab
irons so when I measure them out as I go
to the closest siding groove. This gives me
straight lines for my drill to register with.
Once these are all done, I am ready to
assemble the sides. Because the sides are
thin I glue 8x8 styrene on the corners of
the ends to give a bigger glue surface.
Take your time and make sure the bottoms
are aligned and that the sides do not over
hang the ends, but are flush. At this time
put in a few middle braces to keep the
body from bowing in and to give support
for when the car is picked up.

This figure shows the body details.

Now is the time to cut the roof brace and
floor. Take a ruler or calipers and measure
the top and bottom of each end. Because
you made sure that the sides and ends
were mirror images of each other the
inside measurements should be very close.
Closer measurements will provide a better
fit when you are putting the body
together. Cut the floor and roof brace
exactly the same so that they fit in the
body tightly without having to force them
in.
They should have the same
measurements and 90-degree corners. If
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you can't do this and make them fit in
there respective places, you need to take
the body back apart and fix whatever is
causing the problem.
There are different ways to brace the roof.
I drop the roof brace down about 12 inches
into the body and then cut rafters out of
.040-styrene sheet using the ends to trace
the gable ends. Glue them on the roof
brace sheet and make sure they fit into the
body. The roof boards won't go on until
the fascia boards are on.

of the queen posts and glue them on. I
used Stren “Supertough” green fishing
line that has a .013-inch diameter that I
bought at Walmart for the truss rods. Drill
holes in the floor for the fishing line to go
through. Start at one end and fish the
string through, putting on the turnbuckles
as you go. Secure one end, pull the string
tight and then attach the other end. I
usually glue down the string and then put
a piece of tape on it to hold the string
while the glues dries.
Finishing Details

This illustration shows the floor detail.

For the floor I installed 4x8 styrene strip
for the floor sills on the .040-inch floor
blank. You can put in the correct number
of properly spaced floor sills, but because
no one should normally see the bottom of
this car and this isn't a contest model I just
used four sills. I install five 4x8 filler
pieces between the two center sills to
mount the coupler and trucks to. The
bolsters are a sandwich of 1x12, 6x12, and
1x12 and 4x12 pieces. I drill and tap the
holes for the coupler and trucks once the
glue has dried. Test fit the floor and roof
in the body and sand or trim whatever you
need to so that they fit snugly without
pushing anything out. Glue the roof
support on but not the floor to the body.
Add the needle beams, which are made
out of 4x12 pieces. Mark out the location
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Now that the main body is together, it is
time to add the details. And now that you
have the basic core of the car together you
can add as many, or few details as want. I
chose the ones that I thought would help
convey the character of the car, but I didn't
want to go overboard.
The first detail
added are the fascia boards. The fascia is
made out of 1 x 12 for the bottom side
fascia and .010 styrene cut for the ends.
The top fascia for the sides is 2x8 and 1x8
on the ends. The 2x8 models the thicker
sideboards and the gap, which on the
prototype drains any water that might
have gotten under the roof boards. When
putting on the fascia, always make them
longer than what you need, glue them on
and then trim them to length and file or
sand flush. After the Fascia boards are on
cut out a door from the same material as
the siding and glue it on. The door hood is
made out of 1x8 and scraps of styrene to
fill in the gaps between the fascia and the
hood. The corner braces are made out of
strips of .005-inch styrene cut into strips
and nuts and bolts modeled by embossing
with the points of a pushpin. It only takes
a gentle push. Make sure that you don't
push through.
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The roof board is now ready to go on. I
use the same styrene sheet freight car
siding material that I used for the sides.
Measure each side with a one inch over
hang on the sides and ends. You can mark
and cut out a two-inch overhang if you
feel more comfortable with that margin.
Instead of making two pieces for each side
of the roof only make one, turn the knife
over and score down the middle with the
blunt side and then put a fold down the
middle. Don't fold it in half. Just fold it a
little past what you need. Before you glue
it on test fit and trim or make adjustments.

The roof details
illustration.

can

be

seen

in

this

The running board saddles are made by
taking styrene 4x4 and cutting them two
feet long. Score them in the middle and
then bend them so that they split but do
not break apart. Glue them onto the roof.
After the glue has dried put a piece of
sandpaper on a flat level surface, flip the
body over and sand the saddles down
until they are flat and just above the peak
of the roof. Take your time and check
periodically that you are sanding them
evenly across all of the saddles. The
running boards are cut out of .015-styrene
sheet. They are seven and a half feet wide
and 53 feet long. But make them longer
than 53 feet and once they are glued cut
them to final length. The running boards
are tied together with a 2x4 and the
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diagonal braces are made from 2x3. I cut
the diagonal braces to length and then
prebend them and check their fit before
gluing them on.
Now add the door hardware and the brake
hardware. Once you are at this point add
the grab iron and truss bolt nut bolt
washer casting. The grab irons are next. I
made my own grab irons out of .010 wire.
I make the bends with mini needle nose
pliers. Take the nose of the needle nose
and measure where the width of the nose
is equal to the width of the grab iron. Take
the wire and put it between the jaws and
bend one end of the wire long enough to
go through the body and still leave a two
inch gap. Take one of your fingers while
the wire is still in the needle nose and hold
it still to the side of the pliers. Bend the
other side. Take the wire out of the pliers.
Often I will take the end of the pliers and
make sure that the bends are tight ninetydegree bends. Now cut the bent grab iron
off of the wire to its final size. I always
make one leg longer than the other so that
I can insert one leg in the hole and swing it
around to get the other leg in. The grab
iron should go in without having to force
it. If it wants to push itself out or you are
having a lot of difficulty getting the other
leg in, the grab iron is too long or too
short. Scrap it and start over. It may takes
a few times before you consistently get the
right length, but once you become
proficient you can make custom grab irons
of any length or wire thickness for any
situation.
One modeler might look at my car and
wonder why I applied separate grab irons
with nut and bolt washers, if I am trying to
build a minimally detailed car. It is a good
question, and there are a few reasons for
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them. I like separately applied grab irons
and don't mind making them. The extra
detail distracts from the lack of other
details and I thought that the grab irons on
the side was a defining detail on this car.
Once the car is put together and the glue is
dry, I wash the body with water and a
toothbrush. Let it dry over night and then
paint and decal the car. I used Vallejo
Chocolate Brown to paint the car. The
decals for this car were made from my art
work and printed by my friend on an
inexpensive laser printer with Ghost white
toner
https://www.ghost-whitetoner.com/?lang=en.
The white isn't
completely opaque, but the slight
transparency looks very good and natural
and the lettering is cleaner and crisper
than decals made using a silkscreen
method. To be honest, this was the first
time I had heard about a white Ghost
white toner and after using the decals I
think it is the answer to custom white
decals and opens up a lot of possibilities.
It is something that I am very excited
about.
I weathered the car with a black wash
applied all over the car let it dry and then
did a very watery brown wash. I then
used chalk and gave it a dull clear coat.

I used Tahoe arch bar trucks with a 5'-0”.
Originally the prototype had standard Big
Four trucks which were arch bar trucks
with a 5'-2” wheelbase. I used Kadee #158
couplers. The last thing to do is to add the
proper weight. I used a flat steel bar 1/8”
x 1” available at any home improvement
store, cut it to 5 1/8” long and glued it to
the floor with Loctite all purpose adhesive
caulk.
All in all I am happy with the car. The
details aren't anywhere near the level of
my 3D printed cars, but as an operating
layout car, it fits in with the rest of the
roster. However if the car would get
photographed for anything other than a
modeling article I will make sure it is in
the background or far enough away that
the lack of details won't matter.
One last note, it is amazing how big these
car are even in a model form. I am used to
working on thirty-six foot cars, and
working on this furniture car felt like an
entirely different scale. I checked my
measurements a few time to make sure
they were right. I can easily imagine how
real car builders must have felt looking at
the huge boxcar they had created.

Comparison in size between Big Four Furniture car and standard boxcar.
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Parts













Square nut/bolt/washer #8016
Truss rod ends #8034
Boxcar door hardware #3070
Brake gear KC style #3005
10” queen posts
Turnbuckles
Evergreen styrene strips 1x8, 1x12,
2x3, 2x4, 2x8, 4x4, 4x8, 4x12, 6x12,
8x8
Evergreen styrene plain sheets
.005”, .010”, .015”
Evergreen styrene freight car siding
.020”
Tahoe arch bar trucks with 5'-0”
wheelbase,
Kadee coupler #158.

Watch for another article from Kyle and
“The Early Car Shop” in a future edition of
the NYCentral Modeler.

The NYCSHS Archives Needs
Your Help
If you live in the Cleveland area, the archive
committee needs some help as we continue to
move the archive material from several hundred
boxes into permanent lateral filing cabinets and
permanent shelving. This is not heavy work, but
we can use the help.
If you are willing to spend a few
days/evenings/weekends helping us organize
some of this material, please contact us.
We also have needs for long-term help as we
continue our digitization of all of our archive
material. This is a great opportunity to get more
involved with our dedicated organization. You
will be joining our great NYCSHS archive team,
and help us accomplish some important work for
the Society. We continue to develop products from
our archives and we can use your help there too.
In addition we currently need someone with skills
in Photoshop, Adobe products and other graphic
applications to help from home with ads and
publications.
If you are willing to volunteer for either short-term
or
long-term
help, send
an
email to
NYCSHS@verizon.net or call Noel at 703-407-3059
and we will explain all of the details of what is
involved.

Two Extracts for the NYC Lines Magazine
July 7, 1919
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and
art prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2018 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society.
These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________

Yes

Is this a new address?

No

Country if outside U.S.A. ___________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
No
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties, but may be used to contact you about NYCSHS
events and information. If you do not wish the Society to contact you with this information, check this box:
Rev. 6.22.17
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2018 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD
Life Member * (Return form to retain membership) ------------------------------------Charter Member * (Member #’s 1-350 only) ------------------------------------------------

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00
$ --0-$40.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________ _

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society. These generous contributors will be
acknowledged in Central Headlight. Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also renew your membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

****

Membership #_________________

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________
Is this a new address?
Yes
No
Country if outside U.S.A. ___________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members? Yes
No
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties, but may be used to contact you about NYCSHS
events and information. If you do not wish the Society to contact you with this information, check this box:
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Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-scale
Article by Ed Enyedy
The Collinwood powerhouse is the second
structure I am building as part of big
LS&MS shops. I remember seeing several
of the other buildings around Collinwood
when I was traveling along E152nd to work
at Nela Park in the mid 1980s, though not
the power plant. I can’t say specifically
why I made the decision to model it other
than to say once I saw a photograph of it; I
just liked the industrial look of it.

Photos by Ed
My first thought was to scratchbuild the
entire structure.
Not being a master
modeler, I immediately knew the smoke
stacks would be a challenge to build,
especially recreating the brick pattern on a
round surface with a taper.
I recalled
Walthers sold a smoke stack kit, and while
performing a search for it discovered the
Northern Light and Power House kit that
included a smokestack.
An appealing
feature of the kit was the arched windows
of similar proportions to the Collinwood
powerhouse. Cutting circular windows in
brick styrene sheet was not an activity I
looked forward to if I scratch built the
structure.

This is the south (boiler) and west walls. I
believe the hopper car at the far right is for
receiving ashes. (NYCSHS photo)

With my models, I identify certain features
I want to maintain to keep the overall
appearance. The models are not intended
to be exact scale replicas. For the power
house, the important traits were: the two
tall smoke stacks each sitting on an
octagon pedestal; one of the smokestacks
placed farther from the building than the
other; 8 large windows with a brick arch
above on the south wall, double windows
on north wall; fancy brickwork above the
windows; and 4 vents at the top of the
roof. The sunburst windows on the north
wall would be an extra plus.

NYCentral Modeler

Two of these Walthers’ kits provided the
material for the powerhouse.
(Walthers
Photo)

Once the kits arrived, I made photocopies
of the main walls, cutting them apart and
reassembling them to match the
powerhouse. The boiler wall (south side)
was easy, and even the generator side
(north side) could be duplicated in a
believable manner.
Images of the end
walls were obscure, and several times I
confused which wall was which, where
the windows belonged, and what end was
oriented closer to the smoke stack.
2nd Quarter 2018
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Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-scale
room was left off. The owner of the nut
distributor was pleased with the decision,
for it meant both sidings were dedicated
for delivery of more nuts and improved
the view of her building.

Paper images of the walls were cut and
rearranged for planning purposes.
This
version of the end wall was later changed to
one with fewer windows.

Combining the kits created a sizeable
structure, the second biggest building on
the layout, and was bigger than the space
allocated adjacent to Suz’s Nuts and Seeds.
The largest spot available would block the
view of the future roundhouse.

Powerhouse drawing from the collection of
NYCSHS files.

The width of the end walls was adjusted to
make the powerhouse fit between the mainline
and the yards. The switch at the right was
removed and converted to a spur for the power
plant.
Suz’s Nuts and Seeds sent some muscle over to
negotiate with the railroad people. Giuseppe
was very persuasive in getting the powerhouse
moved to a new location.

In the end, a second track planned for the
turntable was scrapped and the powerhouse
squeezed in between the mainline and the
yards. The extension for the compressor
NYCentral Modeler

Building the walls required a lot of cutting
and splicing. I purchased a new 12” mill
file and placed it the vise in the garage to
keep dust out of the basement. All of the
cuts were filed to get them linear and to
remove burrs. It became a puzzle to join
the pieces together to allow the
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Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-scale
subassembly walls to be filed for mating to
other parts.

The sunburst windows on the engine
room (north) wall were 3D printed by
Shapeways, using models created with
Solid Edge. Many other programs exist for
drawing up parts. I have in works a 3D
model of the Painesville station that I hope
to have completed in time for the
Cleveland convention.

The pile of dust continued to grow as the
project progressed. It was important to file
the parts as linear and square as possible to
lessen the joints showing.

The easy way to fill in the arches above the
south windows would have been to just
glue a piece of brick sheet behind the arch.
Preferring a nearly flush surface, I
searched through my hole saws and found
one of just the right diameter. I removed
the center drill, and clamped an extra brick
wall upside down to the workbench, and
slowly ran the drill backwards at a slight
angle. It would walk a little bit before it
settled into a steady rhythm and cut out a
circle. A few tries were necessary to get
the technique down.
The circles were
then deburred, cut in half and then
inserted into the window arches. I’m sure
the editors will frown on this approach
and suggest using a punch or other tool
instead to make round cutouts. Not all of
the cutouts were perfect and I went
through more of the kits’ inner brick walls
than anticipated. This used up material
that had been reserved for the smokestack
pedestals. Those were fabricated instead
from a set of molded blank walls from
Walthers. I liked the extra thickness of
these walls and preferred them to
applying thin brick sheet onto a thicker
base.

NYCentral Modeler

Making circular blanks for the arches worked better
than expected.

The powerhouse was painted with acrylic
paints. The windows and the base brick
color were airbrushed and the rest was
brush painted.
Weathering was a
combination of washes of more acrylic
paint plus chalks.

The sunburst windows on the north wall add
class to the building. This picture shows nice
detail of the collection of items that
accumulated around the yard. (NYCSHS)
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Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-scale
I made the assumption the window frames
were green.
Elsewhere I’ve seen a
postcard of the Collinwood front office
with green window frames.
The base roof was fabricated from sheet
styrene. To give texture to the surface, I
cut up a brown paper bag and glued it to
the styrene substrate.
This was then
painted and the details were added. The
roof vents that came with the kit were too
small and were replaced with others I had
in my left over parts bins. I only had two
vents rather than the four on the actual
building.

Ed’s wife suggested using a paper bag for the
roof since he didn't have any construction
paper. He wanted something with a textured
surface and her suggestion was perfect.

I was talking with an acquaintance at our
church, Paul Dendinger, about this project
and my interest in the New York Central.
At the mention of trains, he lit up and
proceeded to tell me stories about his
grandfathers. One worked for the New
York Central, and the other for the Nickel
Plate. The grandfather employed by the
Nickel Plate was part of a wrecking crew
out of Bellevue, OH. He was kept extra
NYCentral Modeler

busy during the years of the depression,
for it was not uncommon for people to
intentionally derail a train transporting
food. Once the contents spilled onto the
ground, there wasn’t much the railroad
could do other than bury it. When these
derailments occurred, Paul’s grandfather
alerted the townspeople and everybody
drove out to the wreck to salvage what
food they could before it was plowed
under. One crash resulted in a bunch of
dead pigs covered with oil from a
ruptured tank car. In this instance, the
railroad had to post a guard for a week to
keep the locals from digging up the pigs
after they had been buried.

This is a sad picture of the once proud
powerhouse shortly before its demise. Note
the NYC RR lettering on the smoke stacks.
(NYCSHS)

Ed’s modeling of this powerhouse and his
previous article about the Collinwood round
house gives us a taste of his modeling skills
and an early look at his NYC layout.

Ed’s layout will be one of those featured for
tours at this year’s NYCSHS convention held
in the Cleveland, OH, and area. Be sure to
attend the convention and drop by Ed’s
home to view his wonderful layout.
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Modeling the Collinwood Powerhouse in HO-scale

The Collinwood powerhouse has been reborn! Ed placed the building, hopper and engine on a
platform on top of his son's truck to take the picture. The photo takes us back in time.

A Hudson rolls by the permanent home for the powerhouse. Clearance to the track is minimal passengers who hang out the windows of the cars might touch the building if they stretch far enough.

NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling a Boston & Albany RPO with Brass Sides in N-Scale
By Tom Long
Mail and express was a major source of
revenue for the New York Central. This
was no exception for NYC’s subsidiary the
Boston & Albany, which I model in nscale, set in 1947. One of the more common
head end cars employed was the 60 ft. 4window Railway Post Office.

Photos by Tom
Except for the Harriman-style 3 window
doors, the sides are a close match for the
NYC 4-window RPOs. These brass sides
are designed to go on the old Bachmann 60
ft. shorty cars, which can still be found
fairly easily. Either the coach or combine
version can be used.
Disassembly
The first step in the project is to
disassemble the Bachman shorty car. Begin
by removing the roof.

Boston & Albany #934 is a 60 ft. 4window RPO. This picture is from the
NYCHS archives and was included on the
2017 NYCSHS Convention CD.
The B&A had 2 series of these cars,
numbered 922-929 and 930-937. After 1944
cars 924, 927, 928, and 937 were converted
to baggage cars. While currently there isn’t
a ready to run car available in n-scale,
there is a way to create a close model
using brass sides JnJ makes for a Harriman
RPO.

This is the unmodified interior of the
Bachmann 60-foot shorty car.
If you use the combine like I did, you can
dispose of the baggage doors, as they are
not needed for this project. Next remove
the weight; set this aside for reinstallation
during final assembly. Remove the
electronics and trucks; dispose of the
electronics but the trucks can be reused for
this project if desired.
Car Body Prep

These are the brass sides as they come
from the vendor. This picture is from the
JnJ website.
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To prepare the car body sand down the
sides until they are smooth and all the
detail is removed. Then cut off the plastic
stirrups from the all four corners.
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Modeling a Boston & Albany RPO with Brass Sides in N-Scale
All 4 of these end
stirrups need to
be removed.

Using the brass sides as a template, trace
out openings for the windows and doors
on the smoothed sides. Then cut out the
opening wide enough so that the doors
and window glazing can fit behind the
brass sides unimpeded.
Moving to the car ends, fill in the windows
at the ends of the car using styrene and
putty and then sand smooth. Cut out the
end gates in the doorways and then make
end doors using styrene (I used .020”
styrene for the new doors).

Here is the end of the car with end
windows patched and puttied, and the
new end door added
At this point I also drilled out the truck
mounting holes inside the car so I could
use the Micro-Trains truck mounting
system instead of reusing Bachmann’s
screw and bolt method of truck mounting.
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The truck mounting holes have been
modified and the Micro-Trains plugs
inserted.
I then inserted the Micro-Trains mounting
plugs into the holes and secured them in
place using CA.
New Express Doors
Now it’s time to add the 4 express doors to
the brass sides. The doors that come with
the kit are 3-window Harriman style
doors; the New York Central used 2
windows doors, so new doors will need to
be fashioned. Using .020” styrene, I carved
out 2 window versions of the doors. For
the window dimensions I just used the
same sized windows as on the Harriman
doors just with a little more spacing
between the windows. I didn’t have the
official dimensions of New York Central
baggage windows and they looked close
enough anyway (this is n-scale after all).
The size of the doors doesn’t really matter,
as they will be glued behind the brass
sides. Just make sure to make them large
enough so there is a sufficient gluing
surface to secure them to the brass sides
and that they are small enough to fit in the
opening carved into the sides of the donor
car. Once everything is test fit, go ahead
and glue the doors to the back of the brass
sides using CA and set the car aside to let
the glue dry.
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Modeling a Boston & Albany RPO with Brass Sides in N-Scale

A close up of one of the new 2-widow
express door made from .020” styrene and
mounted to the inside of the brass car
sides.
Adding the Sides and Details
Once the glue for the doors is dry, it’s time
to attach the brass sides to the car. Epoxy
or CA can be used for this. The ends of the
brass side don’t quite line up neatly with
the car ends creating a bit of a vertical gap.
To remedy this, glue a small thin piece of
styrene in the space between the end of the
brass sides and the end of the car. Smooth
this down to match the brass side and the
contour of the car end.

the car end. The red arrows point to the
shim.
At this time, add all the handrails. The
brass sides have dimples marking the
location of the handrails; drill these out
using a #80 bit. Bend the handrails from
.008” brass wire and glue in place using
CA. Add a guardrail made from .008-brass
rod to express doors on the window end of
the car. Then add a mail hook to the
express door on the non-window end.
Note the orientation of the mail hooks a
shown in the photos below.

Here are the fully detailed sides of the car
prior to painting. Note the orientation of
the mail hooks.
Add L-shaped handrails made from .008”
brass rod to the ends of the car on either
side of the diaphragms. There is also a
brake wheel to the left of the diaphragm
on each end. For this, I drilled a hole and
inserted a .015” brass rod as a mount. I
then added a brake wheel from the Gold
Medal Models modern freight car detail
set. I repeated the process for the other
end.

A close up of the thin piece of styrene used
to close the gap between the brass side and
NYCentral Modeler
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Modeling a Boston & Albany RPO with Brass Sides in N-Scale
Roof
The last area of the car to address is the
roof. I chopped down the glazing on the
roof so that only about 1/8” remained to
hold the roof.

Here is a fully detailed car end prior to
painting. An L-shaped handrail has been
added to each side on each side and the
brake wheel was mounted on the left side.
Both ends of the car look like this.
At this point, a test fit of the trucks
showed the brass sides hung down below
the top of the trucks, so some spacers were
needed to raise the car body. For the
spacers I used pieces of .040” x .080”
styrene on either side of the bolster
pinhole. Once the glue is dry, test fit again
to ensure the correct height is achieved.

Here is a comparison of the roofs before
and after the roof glazing is chopped
down. An original, unmodified roof is in
the background, with the chopped down
roof in the foreground.
I then removed the hatch on the top of the
roof by sanding it off.

Hatch to be removed in the red circle. The
roof should be smooth.
Paint and decaling
Prior to painting, wash the car body and
roof in warm soapy water to remove
fingerprints and other residue; once dry
the car is ready for paint shop.
This is the underside of the car showing
the .040” x .080” styrene strips added as
truck spacers.
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Since I model the year 1947, I painted the
car body Polly S Pullman Green, and the
roof and under frame black. After adding
a coat of gloss, I applied a combination of
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Micro-Scale #60-932 and 933 decals. The
reason for using both decals sets instead of
just the #60-933 head end decal set is that
the spacing of the “Boston & Albany”
letter boards in the #60-932 general car set
is more correct that that included the #60933 head end set. After all the decals are
added, I put on another coat of gloss to
seal the decals and then a dull coat to
reduce the shine.

Once the finish had dried, it was time to
reassemble the car. At this time I added
American Limited diaphragms. I added
Micro Trains couplers to the trucks and
then remounted the trucks using the
Micro-Trains bolster pins. I then added
weight to the car; I chose to use the A-line
¼ oz. weights with adhesive backing
instead of the original Bachman weight.
Now just add the roof and the RPO is
ready to be placed into service.

You can see both finished sides in these photos. Tom is very pleased with how the RPO turned out.
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale
By Seth Lakin

In part one of this series that appeared in
the Third Quarter 2017 issue of NYCentral
Modeler we looked at the 103 prototype
SW1’s that populated NYC’s roster. In
this installment I’ll show how I modeled a
Phase I and a Phase II SW1 in HO scale.
Walthers’ model of the SW1 has been the
go-to model for an HO-scale SW1 since its
release in the early 1990s. Discontinued
since the late 1990s the SW1 is still readily
available on the used market. Walthers
recently rereleased a revamped SW1 in
their Walthers Mainline series. However
no New York Central painted models
have been offered in the recent releases.

Out of the box the Walthers SW1, both the
original and new release, represents a
Phase Ic locomotive. The NYC did not
have any Phase Ic’s as built. However by
the early 1950s NYC’s locomotives that
were built to Phase Ia and Ib had taken on
the look of a Phase Ic. If modeling an
NYC SW1 from the 1950s onward, 66 of
the 103 prototype units are correct out of
the box. All that is needed is to add the
level of desired detail, paint and decals
and you have a correct NYC SW1.
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Backdating the Walthers SW1 to an asbuilt Phase Ia would require reworking
the handrails, and replacing the exhaust
with a Custom Finishing #284, EMD early
switcher exhaust stack. While to model
an as-built Phase Ib, all that needs to be
changed is the exhaust stack. NYC’s
Phase I SW1’s quickly had a cylindrical
cowl added around the short exhaust
stack soon after delivery. To model the
cylindrical stack that was common up to
the late 1940s a 3/16” brass tube can
easily be fashioned to represent the stack.
My two SW1 models have been boxed
away for more than 15 years. In that time,
my modeling focus had changed. The
models no longer fit into my current
modeling era. So why not repaint and
detail to match NYC prototypes?
I
wanted my models to represent two
different phases, as they would appear in
the 1960-1967 timeframe. The first task
was to strip the paint. The original paint
easily came off the plastic bodies with a
soaking in a bath of 91% isopropyl alcohol
and light scrubbing with an old
toothbrush. Now with a clean canvas,
let’s model a pair of NYC SW1’s.
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale
As been said many times before, check
prototype photos if you are modeling a
specific locomotive. If not modeling a
specific unit, looking at many different
photos from the time period you want to
represent is always good to get a feel for
what the average locomotive would have
looked like. Railroad photo websites such
as
www.rr-fallenflags.org
and
www.rrpicturearchives.net
have
hundreds of photos of NYC and
subsequent Penn Central, Conrail and
Amtrak SW1’s available.
The first locomotive I picked to model
was DES-5b 580. Built in January 1943,
the locomotive would be numbered 8406
in 1966. It would be one of ten that was
assigned to subsidiary switching road,
Chicago River & Indiana as their 8406. It
would then go on to serve Conrail as their
8406. As built it was a Phase Ia, by the
late 1940s it would have the handrails and
the exhaust stack modified to take on the
look of a Phase Ic model.

Penn Central and Conrail as their 8435.
This locomotive is a Phase II model SW1.

NYC 8435 is seen with a century green
transfer caboose in Bay City, Michigan on
April 26, 1969.

My models are from the late 1990s before
DCC ready became commonplace.
Adding DCC was priority number one.
Replacing the rubber drive tube between
the motor and the front truck was another
mechanical upgrade that I made. Before
any of the mechanical upgrades are made
there are a few frame modifications that
need to take place.

SW1 580 is at Ashland Avenue Yard in
Chicago on June 13, 1965. (Chuck Zeiler
Photo)

The second locomotive I chose to model
was NYC 8435, a DES-5c that was
originally numbered 609 when built in
1949; the locomotive would be numbered
8435 in 1966. It would go on to serve
NYCentral Modeler

The silver part of the frame beside the step is
where the frame falsie was removed. On
Phase II and III SW1’s the bottom of the
frame is straight from step well to step well.
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale
All of NYC’s SW1’s were built with
polling pockets on the inside the step
well. A few twists of a 5/64-inch drill bit
in the proper location, polling pocket
dimples were created. Phase II and Phase
III models lacked the so-called frame
falsies beside all four-corner steps. The
bottom of the frame is straight from step
to step. Since my model of 8435 is a Phase
II, a few careful passes with a razor saw
and then a clean up with a mill file,
removed the falsies.
The rubber drive tube was easily replaced
with Northwest Short Line components.
The instructions to replace the rubber
drive tube can be found on NWSL
website at:
http://www.nwsl.com/tutorials.html

The parts needed to make the conversion
are NWSL 8426 u-joints and a short piece
of 5/64” (2.0mm) round stock. To both
models I added a Digitrax DN-136
decoder. The trick to fitting a decoder
into a small space is to make space
available. Since the entire frame and
walkways are cast metal, I removed the
extra weight that held the motor in place
to make room for the decoder. I secured
the motor to the frame using a little
silicone adhesive. While the adhesive was
setting up I put the top weight back on to
keep the motor in line with the truck
drive shafts. With extra space to mount
the decoder, I cut a piece of scrap styrene
sheet to fit on top of the front truck to
mount the decoder.
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Scrap styrene was fashioned to make a
platform to hold the decoder. Also seen is the
new universal joint made from NWSL parts
connecting the motor and the left truck.

Details added to both the 580 and 8435
included Detail Associates 2202 drop grab
irons for the ladder grabs and the
horizontal grab to the right of the rear
headlight. Tichy 3021 straight grab irons
were used for the vertical grab beside the
rear cab door and on top of the hood
beside the radiator. Detail Associates
1105 Side Mount lift rings replaced the
cast on representations. A-Line 29201
windshield wipers fill out the commercial
details. There are two lift rings on the
front sand box lid. I bent these from .012
brass wire and placed these using
drawings that appeared in Mainline
Modeler.
All of NYC’s SW1’s eventually had
louvered plates added to hood doors.
The location of these plates varied from
locomotive to locomotive, so check
prototype photos for location. Originally
I cut .010 thick styrene plates to add
Archer Fine Transfers AR88039 six-inch
louver decals. However the styrene was
too thick and did not look right. I
removed the styrene plates and re2nd Quarter 2018
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale
decaled the Archer louvers directly to the
body.

The air whistle is turned from a piece of 3/64inch brass rod with a piece of brass wire. Air
whistles were applied to 66 of NYC’s 103
SW1’s, the standard for all units delivered
before 1945.

The louvered plate attached to an engine room
door of a former Illinois Central SW1 is very
similar to the ones attached to New York Central’s
SW1’s.

All of NYC’s SW1’s that were delivered
before 1943 including number 580 were
delivered with air whistles.
No
commercial detail part is on the market to
represent this detail. To scratch build the
air whistle I started with a small piece of
3/64-inch brass rod. I chucked it in my
Dremel then turned the brass while
holding a #80 drill in my pin vice and
drilled a hole in the end of the brass for
the air line. Next using a needle file I cut
the whistle aperture. Then I cut the
whistle to length. A .012-inch brass wire
was glued into the #80 hole on the end as
the air supply and mounting pin. Then I
plugged the hole that the model’s air horn
mounts in with a piece of styrene rod.

NYCentral Modeler

By the early 1960s, 580 had the center cab
windows plated over. I installed the two
center windows from an American Model
Builder’s window kit and then I cut a
piece of .010 sheet styrene to represent the
plate. Other details added to the cab are
canvas sunshades. These were fabricated
by bending a piece of .015 brass wire in a
long U shape to form the arms. Then a
.010x.156 piece of styrene was cut to
represent the shade. A thin layer of CA
glue was spread across the top of the
shade to give it a little texture.

The cab of 580 shows the plated windows,
scratch built air whistle, canvas sunshades,
windshield wipers and roof marker light.
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale

NYC 8406 is shown in Chicago in June of 1966
with plywood sided caboose 19911. Before
taking on this number, it was numbered 580,
of the locomotives I modeled.

Besides the straight frame shown above,
Phase II SW1’s had a tapered hood section
in front of the cab windows, including
number 8435. Custom Finishing part 285
represents the tapered hood. All that is
needed is to remove the stepped hood
and glue in the new piece. All DES-5c
locomotives had two horizontal bars
added to the front radiator. Pieces of .012inch
brass
wire
crafted
these.

part is included as an option in Cannon &
Company’s Early and Late EMD Switcher
cabs. One could graft the part onto the
Walthers cab. In later years many of
NYC’s SW1’s had this vent plated over. I
simply modeled a plated vent by cutting a
piece of .010-inch styrene to the correct
size. 8435 is unique from the rest of the
fleet, as a dual chime horn replaced the
single chime that it was delivered with. I
modeled the two-chime horn by using a
Cal Scale 645 horn. I also added Precision
Scale 39046 cab arm rests to the engineer’s
side window and Detail Associates 1301
cab sunshades to both sides.

The cab of 8435 shows the new two chime air
horn along with the plated engineer’s cab
heater vent.

Painting, Lettering and Finishing
The unmodified stepped hood is in front
which represents the Phase I. While the shell
at the rear has the Custom Finishing 285
conversion added represents a Phase II hood.

Phase II SW1’s had a cab heater vent
under the engineer’s front window. This
NYCentral Modeler

Microscale 87-88 set provided the
lettering for both locomotives. While the
pilot chevrons came from set 87-618 and
the headlight number light decals came
from 60-4131 N scale EMD square style
number board decals. On the model of
8435 I added the original number 609 to
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NYC SW1 Switchers Part 2 – Modeling a Phase I and Phase II in HO-Scale
the left of the front headlight as it shows
through the hastily painted renumber in
the prototype photo.
After all the detail and painting work was
done, it was time to wire up the DCC
decoder and lights. The headlights have
Digitrax T1D Warm White LED’s
mounted in the headlight housings with a
1k-ohm resistor wired in series from the
decoder outputs.
Amber roof lights
began being installed on NYC’s switchers
as early as 1955. I modeled the roof lights
by mounting a Miniatronics 1.2mm 30ma
1.5-volt lamp in a hole in the roof. I
painted the glass of the lamp with Model
Master turn signal amber paint. Then I
wired the bulb to the auxiliary output of
the decoder with a 690-ohm resistor in
series to give it the faint glow of the
prototype roof lights. American Model
Builders 259 window glazing was added
to all the windows.
DES-5b 580 and DES-5c 8435 are now
ready to mark up and go to work on the
model railroad.

All finished and looking good. Seth’s SW1
awaits an assignment just off the mainline on
Seth’s layout.

Watch for more articles from
Seth in future editions as he
continues to model and develop
models for the NYCSHS.
Don’t miss out on this new book from the
NYCSHS – Order it today in the
Collinwood Shop
http://www.NYCSHS.net

Seth’s SW1 pulls some switching duties on
his layout.

NYCentral Modeler
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Center of Science and Industry Model Trains Exhibit
Article by Jim Kehn and Jim Borcz

Photos by Larissa Borcz and Photo
shopped by Karen Parker

Jim's daughter, to take some photos of any
NYC equipment she saw. My friend,
Karen Parker, kindly photo-shopped
Larissa's pictures as COSI tends to be a
tough place to take really good photos.
Every year for the past number of years
the Center of Science and Industry (COSI),
in Columbus, OH, (www.osi.org) has
invited local modular train clubs to
participate in a 3-4 day exhibit of their
model railroads. This event is usually held
the week before Thanksgiving, but has
varied at times to other weeks in the late
fall. Participants through the years have
included the Central Ohio O-Scale
Engineers (COOSE), the Central Ohio SGagers, Columbus Area N-Scalers, Central
Ohio Garden Railroad Society, Central
Ohio Model Railroad Club, and various
other model railroad related groups,
including those that use LEGOS. This past
year (2017) COSI also had a large Thomas
the Tank Engine exhibit. Hook them while
they are young, I say!
I am a member of COOSE and several of
us are also NYCSHS members. This
includes Dick Wagner, Jim Borcz, Larry
Robertson, and Jerry Ashcraft. Dick
usually brings the most NYC equipment,
but several others bring items of interest.
Larry is also an S-Gauger, so most of his
NYC equipment is in that scale. During
this year's event I asked Larissa Borcz,
NYCentral Modeler

So enjoy some NYC models in various
scales!

Scratchbuilt Icken NYC H-10b 2345 owned by
Jim Borcz.

ICKEN O SCALE NYC H-10B
By Jim Borcz
A millionaire in Cleveland commissioned
Icken for a train set as a Christmas present
for his sons in the early 1930s. It consisted
of 5 engines, NYC B-11, H-10b, J-1e
Hudson, UP streamliner and something
else lost to time, along with freight and
passenger cars. It was put together by
WPA workers, some of who also painted
oil backdrops. His sons grew up and he
donated the complete layout to the John
Adams High School in Cleveland, which
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Center of Science and Industry Model Trains Exhibit
formed a school railroad club. My dad
eventually became president of the club
before he graduated, joined the army, and
went to Korea. When he returned home he
went to see the John Adams High School
teacher advisor to the railroad club, who
was now the principal of the school. After
catching up with things he asked about the
old layout. He was told that the school
needed the rooms, so it was torn down
and put into boxes in the school's
basement. When the kids tore it down they
were not gentle with it, items were stolen
(the UP, the Hudson's drivers, and the odd
engine), and the H-10b and the B-11 were
damaged. My dad asked what the school
was going to do with it and the principal
asked him if he wanted it. Twenty dollars
later my dad had everything left. My
grandfather and dad rebuilt the H-10b and
B-11 and eventually sold the cars (I used to
play with them in my grandfather's attic)
and buildings to the man who set up the
Akron Quaker Square display.
After rebuilding the locos my grandfather
got Alvin Staufer to paint and letter them,
as my grandfather did contracting work
together with Alvin. Then fate takes a
hand as the man who was the ultimate
NYC authority miss-numbered the H-10b.
Many years later my dad and I took the
engine to the train club in Wadsworth that
Alvin belonged to, to see if he would
recognize it and during the operating
session Alvin told my father that the
engine did not have the correct number.
Whereupon, my father told him "You
NYCentral Modeler

should know, you did it." Alvin then
reevaluated and recognized the loco, said
a few sentences that will not be repeated,
and admitted he made a mistake. I have
since corrected the engine number and
added a couple more details to the loco.
My father got the H-10b while my uncle
got the B-11, when my grandfather passed
away. I have been working on rebuilding
the Hudson as I finally have all the
replacement pieces while my cousins got
the B-11, after my uncle passed away.

Icken NYC H- 10b 2345 and rebuilt Max Gray
NKP Berkshire 758 both owned by Jim Borcz.
The NKP Berkshire was hand lettered by the
late Ken Smith who also rebuilt the engine.
The “NEW YORK CENTRAL” on the H-10b is
also hand lettered.

A pair of S
Scale NYC
units
owned by
Larry
Robertson.
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Center of Science and Industry Model Trains Exhibit

Larry's GP-35 in S-scale.

Larry's NYC 19438 wood caboose in S-scale.

Sunset/3rd Rail NYC F-7 1650 owned by Dick
Wagner.

NYC and PRR power. Yes, the PRR units are
derailed!

Overview of the Central Ohio O Scale
Engineers (COOSE) layout. Layout is 79 feet
by 15 feet and the outside curve exceeds 80”.
O-scale NYC covered wagons belonging to
Dick Wagner. Units are Sunset / 3rd Rail.

NYCentral Modeler
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Center of Science and Industry Model Trains Exhibit

Brewery built by PRR fan Bill Brubach.

N Scale modular layout owned by Columbus
Area N Scalers (CANS). NYC FM units owned
by Frank Carunna. The use of rerailers for
bridging the modules is a clever idea!

Front view of the M-497. Looks like an ancient
Greek or Trojan helmet!

O-scale model of NYC “SUSPENSION
BRIDGE” showing interior. Model by Golden
Gate Models and it belongs to passenger car
fan Dick Wagner.

For a video of this annual Columbus, OH
event click on the link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W
M3aOa_qAfk

Frank's model of the jet powered RDC M-497.

NYCentral Modeler
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Tom Long Models an N-Scale 19000 Caboose

Tom Long sent us this photo of the final version of his N-scale caboose that will be featured in his
next article. This is a Robert Ray offered kit that Tom has completed. He also plans to build one of
the recently offered American Model Builders N-scale 19000 kits that can be obtained in the
Collinwood Shop. Perhaps we will also get an article from Tom and that construction.

Hugh Guillamume’s HO-Scale Mizuno Hudson Models

We promised this article for this edition in our last issue, but we did not have room to include it.
Hugh provides an extensive review of the history of the HO-scale Mizuno Hudson models that were
imported by several importers in the 1970s – 1980s in the 3rd Qtr. 2018 edition.

NYCentral Modeler
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Jim Kehn Loves Big Four Towers

Jim Kehn completes his Big Four towers article in the next edition. Watch for Part 2 of Jim’s
beautiful models.

Jim Kindrake is Almost Finished With His S-Scale RS-1

Jim Kindrake has been promising to share is S-scale RS-1 with us for several months. Be sure to
watch for it in the next edition.

NYCentral Modeler
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Vinny DeRoberts Has a Beautiful Layout and Will Share it With US

Vinney is working hard on his article for the next edition of the NYCentral Modeler. We can’t wait
to see all of the details and hear about how he completed this great looking railroad in minature.

Bob Shaw Returns with another O-Gauge Model Railroading Article

Larry Faulkner’s “The Harmon Files” Returns in the 3rd Qtr. 2018
Edition

Manuel Duran-Duran Provides the Drawings for Larry’s Article

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”
Tell us what you think this piece of equipment might be and where it was found. Send your answers
to NYCSHS@verizon.net

We are taking 2018 memberships now!!!
Don’t miss out on all of the fun and knowledge available with memberships
in the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Some more of the wonderful ads from the New York Central Railroad

These ads take us back to a time when life was much more simple and trains provided the big
excitement for young people. Today, most aren’t even aware that railroad exists.

In 1919 the New York Central Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC
employees. To help defray the cost of publishing many companies provided ads for the magazine.
These are two from the September 1919 issue.

NYCentral Modeler
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These posters illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. These two
feature Red Carpet Service and Grand Central Terminal.

Two of the NYCS streamlined locomotives that contributed to the modern look of the NYCS in the
late years of steam locomotives. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to join the crowd in the photo to the left
or stand on the tower and look down on the streamlined train on the right?

NYCentral Modeler
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

The upcoming 2018 NYCSHS Convention will be held in Cleveland, OH. The poster pictured remindes
us that it is never too early to begin to think about the next convention. This one promises to
provide exciting tours, presentations, new models and lots of NYCS enthusiasts. The 2017
convention was a huge success and this upcoming one promises to provide lots of excitement too.

For Details Go To: https://nycshs.org/nycshs-events/
You can also order your 2018 NYCSHS Convention T-shirts in Collinwood Shop!!
NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale LS&MS Station Kit

The N-Scale architect is offering a large, laser-cut HO model that includes the roof dormers,
operator’s bay, and walls with decorative brick and stone courses. The stonework is separate
custom casting while the brick courses are laser-cut into the sides. The resulting 3D walls
will readily accept washes for brick color, mortar lines and weathering.
The largest four-bay HO structure scales to 15.4 x 4 inches on your layout. The smaller twobay building scales to 10 x 3 inches. Add space for trackside platforms AND ROOF
OVERHANG during your planning. We suggest about 3+ inches on each side.
Two Bay: Angola, NY; Bellevue, OH; Delta, OH; Jonesville, MI; Lenawee Jct., MI;
Mishawaka, IN; Mentor, OH; North East, PA; Sturgis, MI; Stryker, OH; Wauseon, OH; White
Pigeon, MI. Three Bay: Tipton, IN. Four Bay: Ashtabula, OH (hybrid); Conneaut, OH;
Franklin, OH; Geneva, OH; Hammond, IN (hybrid); Indiana Harbor, IN; Lafayette, IN;
Ogdensburg, NY (hybrid); Sandusky, OH.
MSRP $125.00. NYCSHS Members $99.95 and that is 20% off MSRP. Exclusive NYCSHS Structure Model
From N-Scale Architect in HO-Scale Deposit $62.50 for non-members and $50.00 for NYCSHS Members
Shipping and Ohio state tax for Ohio Residents Will be Added With Final Payment
We expect this kit in September 2018. The order is in.

http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html

NYCentral Modeler
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944.
The 50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard
19000 series caboose they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of
the body. In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment
and were painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less
trucks but (Westerfields Models has the correct trucks). Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html . The
kits come with the decals for the appropriate kit.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html
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AMB N-Scale NYCS 19000 Wood Caboose Kit

Features: 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed Birch plywood side, end
walls, and cupola; Tab & Slot carbody construction; Peel & Stick window, door, and trim
assembly; laser-cut underframe, end platforms, ladders, end railing, hand grabs, window
glazing, truss rods, and brake wheels; cast resin platform steps and brake gear; plastic
smokejack; custom decals by Tichy Train Group; and fully illustrated instructions that
provide information on painting and decaling the assembled model. In addition, the N scale
kit provides for optional details too such as square or rounded body corner posts; side
windows that can be modeled open or closed; two different styles of roofwalks; and cupola
end window variation. No trucks or couplers included.
Non-members price is $37.95. NYCSHS Members Price $30.36 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders_c_165.html

Bachmann HO-Scale NYC Bay Window Caboose

Features include see-through roofwalk, ladder, three different bay window styles per prototype, metal wheels, optional
bathroom roof vent, and E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers.
This model is an approximate of the NYC bay window caboose. Several features are not prototypical but we are offering it
as the best stand-in ready-to-run model of a NYC bay window caboose.

MSRP $59.95
NYCSHS Members Price $44.96 and that is 25% off MSRP.Shipping is
extra and Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Stand-In-Models_c_169.html
NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale BCW NYC 8-1-3 Tower Sleeper

The sleepers have plastic roof, frame and ends, and sides, unpainted, no trucks, no couplers, with decals (NYC Gothic
lettering 1940 and up). This is an excellent craftsman kit.

Non-members price is $59.95. NYCSHS Members Price $47.96 and
that is 20% off MSRP for members.
Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.

HO-Scale BCW NYC Split Letterboard Coach

The coaches have plastic roof, frame and ends, and sides, unpainted, no trucks, no couplers, with decals (NYC Gothic
lettering 1940 and up). This is an excellent craftsman kit.

Non-members price is $39.95. NYCSHS Members Price $31.96 and
that is 20% off MSRP for members.
Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/The-Bethlehem-Car-Works-Inc_c_108.html
NYCentral Modeler
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N-Scale TrainWorx NYC Flexi-Van Rail Car
Features:
 Die cast metal under frame for superior tracking.
 Scale trucks with Fox Valley metal wheels.
 Body mounted magnetic knuckle couplers
 Etched metal grab bars and stirrups.
Expected 4th Qtr. 2018

Non-members price is $30.95. NYCSHS Members Price $24.76 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.

N-Scale TrainWorx NYC Flexi-Van Trailers

Trailer #s 16, 17, 19, 20, 2,1 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
Expected 4th Qtr. 2018

Non-members price is $21.95. NYCSHS Members Price $17.56 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/TrainWorx-N-Scale_c_106.html
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Bowser HO-scale CI&S, PMcK&Y, & LS&MS GLa 2-Bay Hopper
Kits

Features:
One piece plastic molded body, under frame, brake wheel, air tank, brake cylinder, triple
valve, free rolling trucks with metal wheels, knuckle spring couplers, smooth painting, sharp
lettering & car weights, and includes METAL WHEELS. Come in three road numbers.
These models are approximates of these hoppers. Several features are not prototypical but
we are offering them as the best stand-in model kits of a CI&S and LS&MS hopper.

MSRP $17.95
NYCSHS Members Price $14.36 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Stand-In-Models_c_169.html

Intermountain N-scale NYC 13 Double Bedroom Sleeper (Post
War Lettering)
Car Names: Lorain County/Ashtabula County/Hampden County/LaPorte County
Features: Accurate painting and lettering, wire grab irons, interior lighting, comes in multiple car names and
operating truck mounted knuckle couplers. These are NYC cars and the 13-bedroom floor plan was in service
on NYC up to about 1962 or 1963. After NYC pulled out of the Pullman pool in 1958 several of these cars
stayed on the Pullman lease because of high demand for off-line special moves. These are PRE-WAR Pullmans
in POST WAR paint.

MSRP $49.95
NYCSHS Members Price $39.96 and that is 20% off MSRP. Pre-Order
Now!!! Expected Delivery in 4th Qtr. 2018Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must add
8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Intermountain-N-Scale_c_105.html
NYCentral Modeler
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2018 NYCSHS Convention Exclusives

Convention T-Shirts

These come in short and long sleeves, pockets and no pockets. Can be shipped or picked up at
the Convention.
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (Not all Sizes available in all options) Prices vary by size and sleeve and
pocket options.
http://www.nycshs.net/Convention-Registration_c_23.html

Accurail HO-Scale MCRR 36’ Wood
Boxcar (NYCSHS Exclusive Car)

This Accurail model is the first widely available, 36-foot boxcar model introduced since the MDC/Roundhouse cars in the
early 1970s. The model represents a newer prototype and many lasted in service to the K brake interchange ban of 1953.
Several railroads upgraded the brake systems for continued service. Other lines used these cars in maintenance service
after 1953, while some lines converted the cars to cabooses, rider cars, and line side sheds over the years.

This specific model is an exclusive model for the NYCSHS 2018
Convention. (May only be purchased at the convention until after the
convention ends.)
MSRP $31.67 each. NYCSHS members price $25.34 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
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NYCSHS Backpack

2017 NYCSHS backpack is 100% polyester. This deluxe backpack has 3 roomy zippered
interior compartments, 2 outside mesh pockets, padded shoulder straps for comfortable
weight distribution, convenient top loop for quick carrying, and adjustable straps and
buckles for carrying additional items outside the pack.
MSRP $25.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $20.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Memorabilia_c_22.html

New York Central Systems Plaques

Wooden Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing all of the major components of
the NYC railroad. These beautiful works of art are available in a variety of logos of the New
York Central and its subsidiaries. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad
memorabilia room. These are not the flimsy metal logos, but are crafted from wood and
painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being used to decorate the conference room in
the new NYCSHS Headquarters. Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
MSRP $75.00 - $80.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $63.75 - $68.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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Colorful NYC Mohawk & E-8 Three-Dimensional Art

These 24" X 22" Wooden 3-Dimensional NYC Locomotive Plaques are painted
in accurate colors. These beautiful works of art are available in two locomotive
versions. The E-8 is available in Lightning Stripe and Cigar Band in traditional
Black & Silver, Gray & Silver or Green.
Locomotive Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing these NYCS locomotives.
These beautiful works of art are three-dimensional plaques that stand out from the wall and
have working lights. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad memorabilia
room. They are are crafted from wood and painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are
being used to decorate the conference room in the new NYCSHS Headquarters.
They are sold at train shows and have only just become available to us and are priced at
15% below retail for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $245.00 - $255.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $216.75 - $208.25
Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side or Plywood Side
Caboose Kits
(HO-Scale)

Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad. These cabooses lasted from the early 1900s well into
the 1960s.
These models are craftsman kits and require purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included
with the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95 each, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96
each plus shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html

HO-Scale Michigan Central Tower Kit
(Expression of Interest)

We are looking into having this MCRR station produced in HO-scale by The N-Scale Architect
who produced our NYC tower kit a couple of years ago. It will be a wood laser cut kit. The kits
would be un-assembled and would be painted by the modeler.
We need to order 100 and if you are interested, send an email to mackdave@optimum.net
Details at: http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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NYCSHS Model Offering Thoughts
Here at NYCSHS we have a team of volunteers who work to provide members with an excellent
selection of prototypical correct NYCS models. Dave Mackay, NYCSHS Modelers Committee Chair,
Mike Vescelus, Collinwood Shop Storekeeper, Bob Wasko, NYCSHS Shipping Clerk, and I, as
Business Manager and Treasurer, communicate daily to ensure that we find new NYCS models to
offer in the Collinwood Shop. The members of the NYCSHS Modelers Committee work with us to
review potential models and to offer suggested models for our consideration. Articles in the 1st Qtr.
2018 and upcoming 2nd Qtr. 2018 Central Headlights tell about the work that our volunteers do to
support the members and missions of the NYCSHS.
The growth in the Society comes from NYCS modelers as we continue to welcome new members
from referrals from you and as the result of ads in most of the modeling magazines. You modelers
also support the mission and growth of the Society with your purchases in the Collinwood Shop with
your 20% member discounts.
Those of us who constantly review the model offerings by major manufacturers are disappointed in
the lack of prototypical NYCS models available. However, we are very fortunate that we can
continue to work closely with some of the smaller manufacturers to develop a few NYCS models.
These smaller manufacturers are much more willing to work with us to offer these models in the
smaller quantities that we can afford to develop. You can help with this process by taking advantage
of these models with your purchases.
Today, there are several new NYCS passenger car, caboose, hopper, boxcar, and structure kits being
offered and we continue to try to develop and find new offerings. We have model parts, paint, and
decals available and we continue to search for more. All of this takes a lot of work by our few
volunteers.
As we look ahead at NYCS modeling, the NYCentral Modeler showcases the skills of many of our
members in recreating our favorite railroad in miniature. To continue this publication, we need more
modelers willing to take the time to share their creations with us. We could use more modelers to
help us by serving on the modeling committee and we also need some volunteers with basic
computer and graphic skills to help us with the magazine, magazine ad creation and DVD creation.
None of this gets done without the hard work of volunteers.
We need you to help us continue the work of the Society. Now is the time to get up from the couch
and tell us you are willing to be part of the future of the Society. Send me an email or give me a call
and join the fun and excitement that is the NYCSHS.
Of course we are very interested in your thoughts on this and you can always send me an email with
those thoughts or climb aboard as a volunteer to NYCBigFour@verizon.net or 703-407-3059

Thanks, Noel
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.

Preview Of 3rd
Quarter 2018 issue

If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee. We
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial
knowledge to help out our Treasurer.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Vinny DeRoberts layout
appears in the next issue.
Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 4th
Qtr. 2018 edition.
Let us see your
handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

Jim Kehn completes his HO-Scale
“Big Four Tower” construction article
As we head into the winter modeling season, the NYCHS would very
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be
released in the 3rd Qtr. 2018 edition. You should be doing a lot more
with your layout or modeling as we head into summer. If you will be
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your
layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the next
one, send them to us by August 15, 2018. NYCSHS@verizon.net
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and
Bob Shaw continues his feature,
“NYCS O-Gauge Model Railroading”
in the July 1, 2018 edition.
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